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Abstract (English) 

The objective of my Ph.D. is to investigate the impact of light-absorbing impurities on 

the cryosphere using optical remote sensing data. Light-absorbing impurities (LAI) are 

particulate matter, such as mineral dust and black carbon, that can be deposited on 

snow and ice, reducing their albedo and accelerating the melt. The impact of LAI on the 

cryosphere has been studied at a global and regional scale, but still few scientific 

literature focuses on the European Alps.  

In the first year, I conducted a sensitivity analysis of a radiative transfer model, the SNow, 

ICe, and Aerosol Radiative model (SNICAR) to study the optical properties of snow and 

ice. In particular, this model allows to simulate spectral reflectance of snow, as a function 

of different variables, such as snow grain size [μm], mineral dust concentration [ppm] 

and dimension [μm], black carbon concentration [ppb], solar zenith angle and snow 

density, using different atmospheric profiles. During the second year of Ph.D., different 

field campaigns were organized in order to measure spectral reflectance of snow after 

LAI depositional events, and to compare observed with simulated spectra. During field 

campaigns, we flew an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) over a flat snow-covered area in 

the European Alps. Data collected from ground, UAV and satellite (Landsat 8 - 

Operational Land Imager, OLI) were analysed to estimate the impact of mineral dust on 

snow optical properties. A novel spectral index non-linearly correlated with mineral dust 

concentration was proposed and tested at different scales.  

During the third year, I focused on the impact of LAI on ice in the Alps. Mountain glaciers 

represent an important source of fresh water across the globe. Those reservoirs are 

seriously threatened by global climate change, and a widespread reduction of glacier 

extension has been observed in recent years. Surface processes that promote ice 

melting are driven both by temperature/precipitation and by albedo. The latter is mainly 

influenced by the growth of snow grain size and by the impurities content (such as dust, 

soot, ash, algae etc.). The origin of these light-absorbing impurities can be local or distal; 

often they aggregate on the glacier tongue forming characteristic cryoconites, that 

decrease ice albedo promoting the melting. During summer 2015, two field campaigns 

were conducted at the Vadret da Morteratsch glacier (Swiss Alps). The aim of the 

campaings was to collect ground hyperspectral reflectance data and ice/snow samples 

at the glacier ablation zone. During August 2015, the Earth Observing One (EO-1) 

satellite was planned to acquire a series of scene over the Morteratsch glacier. 
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Furthermore, a Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) was downloaded from the Earth 

Explorer portal. Results from spectra analysis showed interesting features in albedo 

distribution at Morteratsch glacier. In particular, the ablation area showed very low 

albedo values (circa 0.2), and this is probably due to multiple processes such as 

accumulation of particulate matters, collapsing of lateral moraine and debris covering. 

In addition, the presence of surface cryoconites strongly lowers ice albedo, ground 

measurements showed that these objects have an albedo smaller than 0.1 and that 

creates melt pond and surface run off that further increase the absorption of incident 

radiation and accelerate the melting. Hyperion and Landsat data showed that the glacier 

has areas with different spectral characteristics. In the area across the Equilibrium Line 

Altitude (ELA), outcropping dust from a Saharan event was also visible, this is highlighted 

by high Snow Darkening Index (SDI) values. 

 

Abstract (Italian) 

L’obiettivo del mio dottorato è studiare l’impatto delle light-absorbing impurities (LAI) 

sulla criosfera tramite l’utilizzo di telerilevamento ottico. Le LAI sono particelle 

atmosferiche, come polveri minerali e black carbon, che possono depositarsi su neve e 

ghiaccio riducendone l’albedo e favorendone la fusione. L’impatto delle LAI sulla 

criosfera è stato studiato a livello globale e locale, ma ancora poca letteratura scientifica 

è dedicata allo studio del fenomeno nelle Alpi Europee. 

Durante il primo anno è stata sviluppata un’analisi di sensitività di un modello di 

trasferimento radiativo (SNow, ICe, and Aerosol Radiative model, SNICAR) con l’obiettivo 

di studiare le proprietà ottiche di neve e ghiaccio. In particolare, questo modello 

permette di simulare la riflettanza spettrale della neve in funzione di diverse variabili 

quali: la dimensione dei cristalli di neve [μm], la concentrazione di polveri minerali [ppm] 

e la loro distribuzione dimensionale [μm], la concentrazione di black carbon [ppb], 

l’angolo zenitale solare e la densità della neve, usando differenti profili atmosferici. In 

seguito a questa analisi di sensitività, sono state organizzate alcune campagne 

sperimentali, con l’obiettivo di misurare la riflettanza della neve in seguito ad un evento 

naturale di deposizione di LAI, quindi confrontare i dati osservati con quelli simulati con 

il modello SNICAR. Durante le campagne di misura, sono stati organizzati dei sorvoli con 

un Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) su zone coperte da neve nelle Alpi Europee. I dati 

acquisiti da terra, da UAV e da satellite (Landsat 8 - Operational Land Imager, OLI) sono 

stati analizzati con l’obiettivo di stimare l’impatto delle polveri minerali sulle proprietà 

ottiche della neve. In seguito, è stato sviluppato e testato un nuovo indice spettrale 
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(Snow Darkening Index, SDI), non-linearmente correlato alla concentrazione di polveri 

minerali nella neve. 

Durante l’ultimo anno di dottorato, mi sono concentrato sull’impatto delle LAI sul 

ghiaccio in ambiente Alpino. I ghiacciai alpini rappresentano infatti un’importante fonte 

di acqua dolce a livello globale. Queste riserve sono seriamente minacciate dai 

cambiamenti climatici in atto, e in anni recenti è stata osservata una significativa 

riduzione delle masse glaciali. I processi superficiali che favoriscono la fusione del 

ghiaccio sono guidati da temperatura, precipitazioni e albedo. Quest’ultima è 

influenzata principalmente dalla dimensione dei cristalli di neve e dal contenuto di LAI. 

L’origine di queste impurità può essere prossimale o remota, e spesso queste si possono 

aggregare sulla lingua glaciale formando le caratteristiche crioconiti, le quali 

diminuiscono l’albedo del ghiaccio favorendone la fusione. Durante l’estate del 2015 

sono state organizzate due campagne di misura sul ghiacciaio del Morteratsch (Alpi 

Svizzere). L’obiettivo delle campagne era quello di acquisire spettri di riflettanza e 

campioni di neve e ghiaccio, in modo da caratterizzare radiativamente e 

geochimicamente le polveri e i materiali depositati sul ghiacciaio. Inoltre, sono stati 

analizzati dati satellitari dei sensori Hyperion e Landsat, acquisiti a pochi giorni di 

distanza dalla campagna. I risultati hanno mostrato che le crioconiti possono diminuire 

la riflettanza del ghiaccio fino a 0.2 nelle lunghezze d’onda del visibile e vicino infrarosso. 

Questo processo può fortemente alterare i bilanci radiativi del ghiacciaio, siccome 

provoca la presenza di acqua di scorrimento superficiale, la quale assorbe ulteriore 

radiazione incidente e favorisce la fusione del ghiaccio sottostante. I dati Hyperion e 

Landsat hanno mostrato una grande variabilità nelle proprietà spettrali del ghiacciaio, in 

particolare tra zona di accumulo ed ablazione. Nella zona a cavallo della Equilibrium Line 

Altitude (ELA), degli strati di polveri sahariane sono inoltre visibili ed evidenziate dalle 

mappe di SDI. 
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1 Introduction 

 

 

The cryosphere is an important constituent of a planetary system, since it regulates short 

wave radiation balance. On the Earth, the cryosphere is formed by mountain glaciers, 

ice sheets, ice caps, ice shelf, sea ice, seasonal snow, frozen rivers and lakes; and they 

cover up to 10% of Earth surface. During Earth climatic history, the cryosphere played a 

fundamental role in defining the global temperature. The extension of land and sea ice, 

promoted by Milankovian oscillations, caused the Earth to swing between glacial and 

interglacial periods [Petit et al., 1999]. 

To date, the study of the cryosphere is an active field of research in the Earth and 

Environmental Sciences. In particular, because its components were found to be 

extremely sensitive to global climate changes. Mountain glaciers retreat and ice sheets 

negative mass balance became emblematic of the effect of natural and anthropogenic 

climate changes on natural environments. The attention gained by cryospheric changes 

due to climate variability raised a big body of scientific research that spans from 

paleoclimatic reconstruction to global climate modeling and remote sensing 

applications. The latter exploits the spectral difference of snow and ice in order to 

quantify variation in seasonal snow cover, extension ice sheet and sea ice during the 

satellite-era. Snow and ice crystals feature typical optical characteristics: they reflect the 

most radiation in visible wavelengths and absorb radiation in Near-InfraRed (NIR) and 

Short-Wave Infrared (SWIR). This behavior is due to the complex refractive index of ice 

crystals, which is depicted in Figure 1a. The optical characteristics of ice and snow are 

mainly dependent on the dimension of ice crystals, often referred as snow grain size or 

effective radius, when they are approximated by spheres (Mie scattering theory). Snow 
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1b grain size usually increases with snow aging, as the air contained is extruded from the 

snow pack creating longer path in photons scattering. As the light is absorbed by the 

snow pack, the reflectance decreases in the NIR and SWIR wavelengths (Figure) 

 

Figure 1 Left: Complex refractive index of ice (black line) and water (grey line). Right panel: spectral reflectance 
of snow as a function of snow grain size. [Dozier and Painter, 2004]. 

Other variables that influence snow and ice optical properties are solar zenith angle, 

snow density and concentration of light-absorbing impurities [Warren and Wiscombe, 

1980; Wiscombe and Warren, 1980]. Typical impurities found in snow and ice can be 

summarized in three categories: 

1. Mineral dust: from arid and hyper-arid region of the Earth, they are uplifted in 

the atmosphere by local or regional low pressure systems and then transported 

through the troposphere [Mahowald et al., 2013]; 

2. Carbonaceous particles: those are Black Carbon (BC), Organic Carbon (OC) and 

Elemental Carbon (EC) produced by incomplete combustion of fossil fuels, 

biofuels and forest fires [Bond et al., 2013].  

3. Volcanic ash: large particle produced by volcanic activity, they can be directly 

deposited in snow and ice as tephra, or being re-suspended after being 

deposited in arid area (e.g. central Iceland)[Dagsson-Waldhauserova et al., 

2015] 
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The impact of these light-absorbing impurities on snow and ice optical properties 

consists in reducing the spectral reflectance in visible wavelengths (Figure 2) and 

promoting the melting. This is a complex process that involve also the increasing in grain 

size that further enhance the melting, in particular during the spring and summer season 

when snow and ice are directly exposed to higher solar radiation. This process has been 

studied both with experimental [Painter et al., 2007, 2010; Hadley and Kirchstetter, 

2012] and simulation data [Flanner and Zender, 2005; Zhao et al., 2014] and showed to 

have a positive radiative forcing in the global climate system [Bond et al., 2013]. In Figure 

3, it is showed an example of the impact of BC on the climate system, including the 

source, transport and deposition on the cryosphere. 

 

Figure 2 Impact of different concentrations of black carbon on snow spectral albedo, from [Hadley and 
Kirchstetter, 2012] 

The source and transport of light-absorbing impurities are frequently observed 

combining satellite observations and simulated using Land Surface Models (LSM). 

Currently, LSM such as the Community Land Model (CLM) incorporates model schemes 

that simulate light-absorbing impurities emission, transport and impact on the 

cryosphere [Flanner et al., 2007a]. Those LSM run at medium-coarse resolution (circa 1-
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2 degrees) and are frequently used to study the impact of different natural and 

anthropogenic processes on global climate system. Regarding the impact of light-

absorbing impurities, CLM has been widely applied to detect the timing of snow melt in 

the Boreal hemisphere [Yasunari et al., 2015] and more in general for global radiative 

forcing estimations [Flanner and Zender, 2005; Flanner et al., 2007b; Sterle et al., 2013]. 

 

Figure 3 Source, transport and impact on the climate system of Black Carbon (from, [Bond et al., 2013]) 

Objectives and thesis structure 

The main objective of this thesis is to determine the impact of light-absorbing impurities 

on seasonal snow and glaciers in the European Alps. Specific objectives regards the 
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integration of ground, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and satellite data, with radiative 

transfer and land surface modeling. 

This Ph.D. thesis is structured as a collection of scientific papers. In fact, each chapter is 

an article with its own introduction, methods, results, discussion and conclusions. In 

Chapter 2, I present the activity conducted during 2014 aimed to determine the impact 

of mineral dust on snow in the European Alps combining ground, UAV and satellite 

observation with simulation using radiative transfer modeling. We conducted two field 

campaigns aimed at collecting ground spectral reflectance of snow after a Saharan dust 

deposition. During the first campaign, we also flew a fixed-wing UAV in order to create 

an orthophoto and a digital surface model of the area. Results were than compared with 

Landsat 8 synchronous acquisition. In Chapter 3, results obtained in the previous analysis 

were applied to repeated digital imagery acquired from an experimental 

micrometeorological station in the Aosta Valley, in order to link dust depositions and 

snowmelt during 2013 and 2014 melting seasons. In Chapter 4, I present the results from 

two campaigns at the Morteratsch glacier (Swiss Alps) where we collected spectral 

measurements and ice samples, integrating them with hyperspectral satellite data (from 

Hyperion sensor) in order to understand what caused glacier darkening observed by 

Oerlemans et al. [2009]. Chapter 5 presents conclusions gained from different analyses. 

At the end of the thesis, Appendix 1 reports an independent research that I conducted 

during the Ph.D. regarding a methodology to benchmark a land surface model (CLM) 

using power law size-frequency analysis. Appendix 2 instead presents a complete list of 

publications (journal articles and conferences) that I conducted and co-authored during 

the last three years. 
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2 Mineral dust impact on snow radiative properties 

in the European Alps combining ground, UAV and 

satellite observations. 
 

 

 

Abstract  

In this chapter, we evaluate the impact of mineral dust (MD) on snow radiative 

properties in the European Alps at ground, aerial and satellite scale. A field survey was 

conducted to acquire snow spectral reflectance measurements with an ASD Field-spec 

Pro spectroradiometer. Surface snow samples were analyzed to determine the 

concentration and size distribution of MD in each sample. An overflight of a four-rotor 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) equipped with an RGB digital camera sensor was carried 

out during the field operations. Finally, Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) data 

covering the Central European Alps were analyzed. 

Observed reflectance evidenced that MD strongly reduced the spectral reflectance of 

snow, in particular from 350 to 600 nm. Reflectance was compared with that simulated 

by parameterizing the Snow, Ice and Aerosol Radiation (SNICAR) radiative transfer 

model. We defined a novel spectral index, the Snow Darkening Index (SDI), that 

combines different wavelengths showing nonlinear correlation with measured MD 

concentrations (R2=0.87, RMSE=0.037). We also estimated a positive instantaneous 

radiative forcing that reaches values up to 153 W/m2 for the most concentrated 

sampling area (107 ppm). 

SDI maps at local scale were produced using the UAV data, while regional SDI maps were 

generated with OLI data. These maps show the spatial distribution of MD in snow after 
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a natural deposition from the Saharan desert. Such post-depositional experimental data 

are fundamental for validating radiative transfer models and Global Climate Models 

(GCM) that simulate the impact of MD on snow radiative properties. 

2.1 Introduction 

The Cryosphere is an integral part of the Earth system that includes the highest reflecting 

natural surfaces (albedo greater than 0.95 in visible spectrum for pristine snow). The 

Cryosphere plays a significant role in the global climate system and is particularly 

sensitive to very small variations in the amount of reflected/absorbed radiation, which 

have shown to produce significant effects on the hydrological cycle and the energy 

balance of the earth system at different spatial scales [Flanner and Zender, 2005; Flanner 

et al., 2007; Bond et al., 2013; Painter et al., 2013a]. Besides the widespread general 

reduction in snow cover extent, changes in the Cryosphere associated with a general 

decrease in surface snow albedo are also involved in the positive feedback of a warming 

climate, and represent a topic of great societal concern. 

Light absorption due to impurities content in snow and ice is involved in complex 

mechanisms such as the snow-albedo positive feedback [Hansen and Nazarenko, 2004; 

Myhre et al., 2013], which represents a classical example of nonlinearity in the climate 

system, that is: the more the snow melts, the more radiation is absorbed and the more 

other snow melts. This process has shown to produce a significant impact on snow 

chemical [Rhoades et al., 2010] and radiative properties [Clarke and Noone, 1985; 

Flanner et al., 2007, 2009], snow hydrology  [Hadley et al., 2010; Painter et al., 2012a; 

Sterle et al., 2013; Kaspari et al., 2015], timing of snow melt [Li et al., 2013], vegetation 

phenology [Steltzer et al., 2009] and also glacier retreat [Oerlemans et al., 2009; Wientjes 

et al., 2011; Painter et al., 2013a]. 

The optical properties of snow and ice depend largely on the shape and dimension of 

their crystals: with an increase in the size of the crystals (often referred as “effective 
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radius”, according to Mie’s theory [Mie, 1908; Wiscombe, 1980]) reflected radiance 

decreases with great sensitivity at near-infrared and longer wavelengths [Wiscombe and 

Warren, 1980; Warren, 1982]. Light-absorbing impurities can also influence snow optical 

properties. Typical impurities are represented by carbonaceous particles [Flanner et al., 

2007; Hadley and Kirchstetter, 2012; Doherty et al., 2014; Meinander et al., 2014], 

volcanic ash [Conway et al., 1996] and mineral dust [Painter et al., 2010, 2012a, 2013b; 

Li et al., 2013]. When deposited in snow, this particulate matter acts, at different 

degrees, like a black body absorbing radiation and thermalizing it through the media. 

This process alters the radiative balance of snow and ice, causing the absorption of an 

additional amount of radiation (i.e. radiative forcing, RF) and ultimately influencing 

surface melting processes of snow and ice. 

Some methods based on numerical modeling have been proposed in literature with the 

aim of estimating the RF due to light-absorbing impurities such as black carbon (BC),  

mineral dust (MD) and volcanic ash (VA) deposited on snow and ice [Jacobson, 2004; 

Flanner et al., 2007; Aoki et al., 2011; Yasunari et al., 2011; Bauer and Ganopolski, 2014]. 

While BC is emitted from both natural (e.g. forest fires) and anthropogenic (e.g. fossil 

fuel and biofuel combustion) sources [Bond et al., 2013], the main sources of MD are 

represented by arid regions with low vegetation cover where fine-grained material is 

available [Prospero, 2002].  Once suspended in the atmosphere, MD aerosol influences 

climate both directly and indirectly [Goudie and Middleton, 2001; Claquin et al., 2003; 

Field et al., 2010; Mahowald et al., 2013]. The direct effect consists mainly of changing 

the radiative properties of the atmosphere through the scattering and absorption of 

solar and terrestrial radiation. Conversely, the indirect effect of MD consists of acting as 

cloud condensation and ice nuclei and modifying cloud properties by delivering 

micronutrients (e.g. Fe) to the ocean [Mahowald et al., 2005; Winton et al., 2014], and 

modulating the uptake of carbon in the marine ecosystems and the atmospheric 

concentration of CO2 (e.g. Maher et al., 2010 and references therein). On the other 

hand, production and transport of dust is itself extremely sensitive to climate change 
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and is a current topic of active research; in this respect, past atmospheric conditions and 

particle deposition in mountainous and non-mountainous areas over the last centuries 

are widely studied using ice cores from non-polar glaciers and ice caps [Sodemann et al., 

2006; Thevenon et al., 2009] and  land-atmosphere model simulations [Lawrence et al., 

2011; Albani et al., 2014]. 

Today, much scientific literature exists on numerical modeling [Jacobson, 2004; Flanner 

et al., 2007; Aoki et al., 2011; Yasunari et al., 2011, 2015; Liou et al., 2014] and controlled 

experiments on light-absorbing impurities on snow [Brandt et al., 2011; Hadley and 

Kirchstetter, 2012; Meinander et al., 2014].  However, only a few studies present field 

spectral data collected after events of MD deposition on snow and they are mainly 

located in the United States and Asia. These studies are fundamental for understanding 

the actual radiative effect of MD in snow-covered areas [Pedersen et al., 2015] and for 

validation of Radiative Transfer (RT) models such as the Snow Ice and Aerosol Radiation 

(SNICAR) model [Flanner et al., 2007, 2009]), which is included in the Community Land 

Model [Lawrence et al., 2011]. In fact, those models are widely applied for local and 

global prediction of light-absorbing impurities in snow and ice [McConnell et al., 2007; 

Hadley and Kirchstetter, 2012; Lin et al., 2014]. 

Despite some uncertainties for BC [Warren, 2013], MD deposition on snow has been 

successfully investigated in the recent past using remotely sensed data [Painter et al., 

2012b, 2013b; Gautam et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013; Dumont et al., 2014]. Recent studies 

have analyzed the impact of MD on snow and ice by integrating ground and satellite 

observations to physically-based models. These researches suggest that MD depositions 

alter the radiative balance of the region considered owing to the reduction of the snow 

cover associated with an increased melting rate that exposes darker surfaces (e.g. soil 

or vegetation) to direct solar radiation. 

Some of these studies have also been conducted on the MD impact on snow in the 

Colorado river basin [Painter et al., 2012a; Bryant et al., 2013], Himalayan chain [Painter 
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et al., 2012b; Gautam et al., 2013], Greenland [Carmagnola et al., 2013; Dumont et al., 

2014], Iceland [Dagsson-Waldhauserova et al., 2015] and Caucasus mountains [Kutuzov 

et al., 2013], also in relation to the mineralogical composition of MD [Reynolds et al., 

2013]. 

Despite this increasing interest in the MD impact on snow, to date no studies that 

evaluate the BC and MD impact on snow have been conducted in the European Alps. 

The European Alps are considered to be highly sensitive to climatic and environmental 

conditions and even slight changes in radiative balances in mountain areas can influence 

the hydrological cycle and glacier retreat. These dependencies were also highlighted in 

a recent study suggesting that the deposition of industrial BC on snow may have played 

an important role in forcing the end of the Little Ice Age in the Alps  [Painter et al., 

2013a]. The importance of MD on the Alps is stressed by the fact that a large amount of 

MD can be transported long-range from North Africa to Europe [Tschiersch et al., 1990; 

Sodemann et al., 2006] with significant direct and indirect radiative effects [Helmert et 

al., 2007]. During these events, aeolian MD can also reach areas covered by seasonal or 

perennial snow and ice in the Alps [De Angelis and Gaudichet, 1991; Franzén et al., 

1995]. 

In this context, we have tried to fill the aforementioned gaps by measuring snow optical 

properties and MD content of a seasonal snow pack using a multi-scale approach in a 

test site in the European Alps, a few days after a significant MD transport event occurred 

in February 2014. 

The main objective of this study is to investigate how Saharan MD alters Alpine snow 

optical properties by exploiting a combined approach based on ground hyperspectral 

measurements, a survey of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and Landsat 8 

Operational Land Imager (OLI) satellite data. Specific objectives of this study are: 
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i. To compare experimental data with a physically-based radiative transfer (RT) 

model; 

ii. To develop a novel spectral index sensitive to MD concentration in snow; 

iii. To exploit a spectral index to represent the spatial patterns of MD deposition in 

snow. 

2.2 Study area and mineral dust transport 

The campaign was conducted after a significant transport of MD from the Saharan 

desert occurred in February 2014. In the Mediterranean area, under peculiar 

meteorological conditions [Pey et al., 2013], such as the passage of a cold front over the 

source and low pressure patterns over the Mediterranean Sea causing Sirocco (from 

South-East) or Libeccio winds (from South-West), dust can be suspended in the 

atmosphere and transported for hundreds of kilometers. These atmospheric conditions 

are quite frequent in the spring season in the Northern Hemisphere and they are mainly 

dictated by meteo-climatic patterns such as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) 

[Thevenon et al., 2009]. The study area is located on the Artavaggio plains (Lecco, Italy) 

at 1650 meters a.s.l. near Lake Lecco in a small portion of the central European Alps 

(Figure 1). MD was entrained in the troposphere over the North African Grand Erg 

Oriental (Saharan lowlands of northeast Algeria) on February 18th during the passage of 

a cold front, and then transported NE over the Mediterranean Sea by cyclonic 

atmospheric transport (“cut-off” block). MSG-SEVIRI data monitored the transport 

through the DUST-RGB product (Figure 1) in which the brightness temperatures at 

different infrared channels are combined to enhance the presence of MD layers in the 

atmosphere. As the plume reached the Italian peninsula, it was deposited by both wet 

and dry deposition over the Alpine chain. This deposition was forecasted by the BSC-

DREAM-8b model [Basart et al., 2012] operated at the Barcelona Supercomputing 

Center (Figure 2). The model predicted a significant amount (~50-100 mg/m2) of MD to 

be deposited on the European Alpine chain as wet deposition (rain and snow). 
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Figure 1 Left: focus on the Central European Alps, the red polygon represents the test site on the Artavaggio 
plains, where the UAV survey was performed. Right: Aeolian transport of MD from the Sahara desert (white 
ellipse) as seen by the MSG-SEVIRI Dust RGB product (copyright 2014 EUMETSAT). Dust RGB product 
represents  dust in pink/magenta, instead clouds are represented in brown/orange. Further information about 
the dust transport event can be found at: 
http://www.eumetsat.int/website/home/Images/ImageLibrary/DAT_2104098.html  

 

Figure 2 Dry and wet MD deposition as forecasted by the BSC-DREAM8 model. Image from the BSC-DREAM8b 
(Dust REgional Atmospheric Model) model, operated at the Barcelona Supercomputing Center 
(http://www.bsc.es/projects/earthscience/BSC-DREAM) 
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2.3 Materials & methods 

2.3.1 Field and laboratory measurements 

A field measurement campaign was organized on the Artavaggio plains on the 14th of 

March 2014, a few weeks after the MD deposition at the site on February 19th. The date 

of the campaign was chosen after a visual inspection of the heterogeneous outcrop of 

the MD due to the melting of the snow with the arrival of the spring. This situation 

generated a unique condition of high spatial variability, which allowed observation of 

the radiative effect (e.g. albedo decrease) of MD deposition on Alpine seasonal snow-

packs. 

In total, 10 sampling areas (each of 2 square meters) were defined on the Artavaggio 

plains. Sampling areas were selected by visual inspection to have a significant variability 

of MD concentration among samples. Three snow sampling areas were selected as 

“blanks”, while seven others were selected because of their MD content. In this sense, 

“blanks” represent the cleanest snow in the area, but they contain a certain amount of 

impurities (i.e aerosol particles) of different natures. For each area, snow spectral 

reflectance was measured with a non-imaging hyperspectral radiometer, Analytical 

Spectral Devices (ASD) Field Spec pro. The instrument collects electromagnetic radiation 

ranging from 350 to 2500 nm with a Full-Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of 5-10 nm 

and a spectral resolution of 1 nm. Measured reflected radiance )(refL  was converted 

into reflectance units )(  normalizing for incident radiance )(incL  collected using a 

calibrated Lambertian Spectralon® panel. Spectral data were collected at each sampling 

area in clear-sky conditions during ~3 hours. Spectral measurements were performed 

using a bare optical fiber with a Field Of View (FOV) of 25 degrees. The distance between 

the optical fiber and the snow sample was 80 cm. The measurement was repeated three 

times for each area to calculate both the mean and the standard deviation of the 

reflectance. 
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Surface snow density and grain size were also measured in the field (first 5 centimeters 

of snow), this latter by comparison with a micron-sized grid. 

Snow samples were collected from the first 5 centimeters of the snowpack using glass 

bottles of 1 L each. The bottles were previously cleaned three-times with ultra-pure 

water (Milli-Q®; 18.2 MΩ∙cm at 25 °C; Water Purification System, Millipore, Bedford, MA, 

USA) exposing them for 20 minutes in an ultrasonic bath (SONICA®, Soltec, Italy). 

After collection, the snow samples were stored in a polystyrene box surrounded by snow 

and transported to the University Campus in 2 h where they were stored at -20°C in 

darkness until they were analyzed.  Snow samples were analyzed in a cold room to 

determine mass concentration and size distribution of MD (section 3.2). 

The concentration and size-distribution of the insoluble particles were determined 

through two different methods: 1) a counting method (size range: 1 - 30 μm); 2) a 

gravimetric method (total bulk concentration).  

The choice of using two experimental methods for MD characterization depends on the 

possibility of taking advantage of the strengths of each experimental technique: 1) the 

counting method allowed experimental determination of the MD size distribution in 

input to the simulation of the reflectance spectra using the Snow Ice and Aerosol 

Radiation (SNICAR) model; 2) the gravimetric method allowed experimental 

determination of the particulate matter mass concentration even below 1 µm and above 

30 µm. 

The counting method used a Coulter Counter (CC) technique. Samples were melted in a 

clean room (class 1000 clean room at EUROCOLD laboratory facilities, University of 

Milano-Bicocca) and diluted by a factor of ~10 with ultrapure (Milli-Q) water. Analyses 

were carried out using a Multisizer™ 3 COULTER COUNTER® set to measure particles 

with a diameter (equivalent spherical) between 1 and 30 μm in 300 size channels. To 

obtain dust mass from particle volume, a typical crustal density of 2.5 g/cm3 was 
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adopted.  MD total concentration from the CC method was estimated from the integral 

of the concentration between 1 and 18 μm to separate the contribution of MD particles 

from larger particles present in the sampled snow. Laboratory blanks were in all cases 

more than 100 times lower than the diluted samples. All steps of the analytical protocol 

followed Delmonte et al., [2002] and Ruth et al., [2008]. 

The gravimetric method (GM) allowed determination of the total mass concentration 

(ppm in melted snow) of MD deposited in the snow.  Samples were first melted at 

ambient temperature (20°C) inside their own glass bottles used during the snow 

sampling, thus avoiding any external contamination during the melting. A magnetic 

stirred bar, pre-cleaned with ultrapure water (Milli-Q), allowed homogenization of the 

sample using magnetic stirring. The volume of the melted samples was determined using 

a graduated cylinder with a precision of ± 1 ml. The mass of the total particulate matter 

(PM: MD + other particles) in the melted snow was first collected using Millipore® 

filtering system equipped with a Whatman Quartz Fiber Filters  (ø=47 mm). The mass of 

the filtered PM was determined as the weight difference of the filters observed after 

and before filtration of the melted snow. The weight of the filters was determined as the 

average value of three weights measured both before and after filtration of the melted 

snow using a Sartorius® SE2-F microbalance with a precision of  ± 0.1 µg.  

Before weighing, the filters were kept for 48 h at 20°C in darkness inside a silica-gel dryer 

(RH<2%) to remove all the water content. The final MD mass concentration was 

determined as the difference between the total PM concentration measured in each 

sample and the average PM concentration measured in the three blank samples. 

Considering the whole dataset and each source of uncertainty, the average error 

associated with the MD mass concentration in the snow was ± 0.87 ppm. As the MD 

concentration in the snow was very high (section 4.1, Table 1), this uncertainty 

represents on average 0.42 % of the measured MD and can be considered negligible for 

the scope of the present application. 
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2.3.2 Airborne and satellite data 

During the field measurements, an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) survey was 

performed to study the impact of MD on snow at local scale. The day after the campaign, 

a Landsat 8 tile was collected to analyze the impact of MD at regional scale in the Alps. 

Data acquisition and processing scheme are described in the following sections. 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) survey 

Recently, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have been widely used for environmental 

monitoring [Hodson et al., 2007; Whitehead et al., 2013; Immerzeel et al., 2014; Lucieer 

et al., 2014],  in particular for surveys in snow- and ice-covered areas difficult to reach 

for ground observation [Ryan et al., 2015]. In this work we used a four-rotor UAV 

(ANTEOS, produced by http://www.aermatica.com) equipped with an RGB digital 

camera (model: Canon s100) that is automatically triggered (1 image/sec). The UAV is 

also equipped with a full Integrated Navigation System (INS) and with a Global 

Positioning System (GPS). The positioning data are used to precisely control the flight, 

to locate the UAV and to tag all data collected from the sensors. The sensor data are 

continuously displayed over a Mission Map in the Ground Control Station (GCS) monitor. 

RGB images collected on-board are digitized and sent through the wireless link directly 

to the GCS, where the operator can view the images and telemetry data (GPS 

coordinates, flight altitude, flight speed, roll, pitch and yaw) in the real-time mode. The 

UAV weights 9 kg and is able to carry a maximum payload of 2 kg with a flight autonomy 

of 20 minutes. With blades unfolded, the UAV features a width of 200 cm, a length of 

200 cm and a height of 55 cm. Maximum forward flight speed is 5 m/s. 

Two UAV overflights were organized to cover the whole study area. The altitude of the 

test site reduced the flight autonomy of the UAV, which flew at 30 m from the ground 

level for ~10 minutes/flight. RGB images acquired from the UAV survey (more than 600 

images) were resampled to reduce computation time and then processed with a 

Structure From Motion (SFM) algorithm [Westoby et al., 2012] implemented in the 

http://www.aermatica.com/
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Agisoft Photoscan© package (http://www.agisoft.com/). SFM processing allows 

exploitation of the overlap between adjacent images and creation of georeferenced 

orthomosaic maps and high resolution Digital Surface Models (DSM) of the test site. The 

position of the camera for each image was retrieved from the UAV telemetry acquired 

at constant frequency (1 data package/1 sec). 

Landsat OLI data 

A Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) scene acquired the day after the campaign 

(14th Feb) was downloaded from the USGS Global Visualization Viewer 

(http://glovis.usgs.gov) repository. The OLI sensor collects reflected radiance in 9 

spectral channels from visible to near-infrared wavelengths with a spatial resolution of 

30 meters [Irons et al., 2012]. The 9 OLI bands were converted first into Top Of 

Atmosphere (TOA) radiance and then into reflectance using the OLI calibration 

coefficients. 

The correction for topographic and atmospheric effects of Landsat-8 OLI data was 

carried out using the ATCOR-3 code (Atmospheric/Topographic Correction for 

Mountainous Terrain) [Richter, 2007]. Similar to the whole ATCOR suite, ATCOR-3 also 

uses look-up tables generated by MODTRAN [Berk et al., 1989], relating sensor radiances 

and albedo for various atmospheric and geometric conditions. Then ATCOR-3 includes 

the capability for radiometric correction in rugged terrain considering cast shadow and 

illumination calculations. In this study, ATCOR-3 was run with a winter mid-latitude 

atmospheric profile and an image-based estimate of the visibility based on the dark 

dense vegetation approach [Kaufman and Sendra, 1988]. The ASTER Global Digital 

Elevation Map (GDEM) at 30 meters spatial resolution was used for removing 

topographic effects. These corrections allowed removal of the atmospheric contribution 

by retrieving Top of Surface (TOS) reflectance and avoidance of the effect of shadow 

which is substantial in areas with complex topography such as the Alps. 

http://www.agisoft.com/
http://glovis.usgs.gov/
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2.3.3 RT modeling 

Measured reflectances were compared to those simulated with the Snow Ice and 

Aerosol Radiation (SNICAR) model [Flanner et al., 2007, 2009]. The model simulates 

hemispherical reflectance spectra between 300 and 5000 nm with a resolution of 10 nm. 

Model simulations were obtained by parameterizing the SNICAR radiative transfer 

model with observed variables. Those variables are: snow grain size (μm), snow density 

(Kg/m3), snowpack thickness (m), surface spectral distribution, Solar Zenith Angle (SZA), 

MD concentration in four particle dimension classes (0.1–1.0 μm, 1.0–2.5 μm, 2.5–5.0 

μm and 5.0–10.0 μm). The comparison between observed and simulated data was made 

to benchmark the model with direct reflectance measurements of snow containing a 

significant amount of light-absorbing impurities. 

2.3.4 Spectral index development 

Spectral data collected at different scales (field, UAV and satellite) and modelled data 

were used to test the possibility of retrieving the presence of MD in snow. To achieve 

this goal, a set of linear and nonlinear Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regressions were 

performed between algebraic combination of reflectance in specific wavelengths and 

MD concentration measured at each sampling area. The algebraic combination used for 

the spectral index is widely used to enhance differences in the reflectance of surfaces: 

it can be expressed in the form of a normalized ratio, as for example the Normalized 

Difference Snow Index  [Hall et al., 1995], for snow classification. 

The choice of the values of the two wavelengths was performed according to Hansen 

and Schjoerring, [2003] and Fava et al. [2009], where all possible combinations of 

wavelengths are explored. Then the spectral bands are chosen by looking for “hot spots” 

in the correlation heat map. The method was applied both on observed spectra collected 

with the ASD spectrometer and the spectra simulated with the SNICAR model [Flanner 

et al., 2007]. 
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2.3.5 Radiative forcing calculation 

Instantaneous RF (iRF) refers to an instantaneous change in net (down minus up) 

radiative flux (shortwave plus long wave, in W/m2) due to an imposed change [Myhre et 

al., 2013]. We refer herewith to iRF at Top of Surface (TOS) as the net change in 

upwelling irradiance due to the deposition of light-absorbing impurities in snow. 

The iRF is here computed using a simple method based on field measurements of 

spectral irradiance E(λ) (W m-2 nm-1), calculated from observed radiance L(λ) (W m-2 sr-1 

nm-1), using the formula  E(λ) =π*L(λ) therefore assuming a Lambertian spectral 

response of snow. The method consists of calculating the spectral difference between 

the irradiance of “pure” snow 𝐸𝑝𝑠(𝜆) and the irradiance of a snow containing light-

absorbing impurities 𝐸𝑀𝐷(𝜆), and then calculating the integrated instantaneous RF (iiRF) 

across the range from 350 to 850nm. In formula, it can be expressed as: 
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The method is similar to that proposed by Painter et al. [2012b], but it differs from that 

since it does not depend on simulations of the spectral reflectance of snow. Although 

very simple, our method relies on the availability of snow cover with different 

concentration of MD and “pure” snow patches. This represents a limitation in the 

applicability in vast areas, but allows direct observation of iRF values to compare with 

satellite observations and radiative transfer model simulations. 

2.4 Results & discussion 

2.4.1 Mineral dust determination 

MD concentrations determined by Coulter Counter (CC) and through the gravimetric 

method (GM) are reported for each sample in Table 1. The marked difference between 

the two methods can be ascribed to the different size intervals of the two 
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measurements: CC techniques measured only particles between 1 and 30 micron, while 

the GM method measured bulk particle weight. 

ID C1 C2 C3 DS1 DS2 DS3 DS4 DS5 DS6 DS7 

MD ppm (CC) 0.9 0.8 1 84 54.6 29 57 76 107 39 

MD ppm (GM) 2.9 3.7 3 198 154 231 132 295 325 / 

Table 1 Concentration of MD for the control (C1-3) and the dust sample (DS1-7) determined with the Coulter 
Counter (CC) and the Gravimetric Method (GM). Notice that Sample 7 (DS7) was damaged during 
transportation to the laboratory. 

Size distribution of fine particles determined by CC (an example in Figure 3) showed log-

normal features with a main mode peaking at circa 7 μm on average. This can be 

considered the mode of MD transported from North Africa. Another mode is present in 

both samples and controls, starting at 18-20 μm. This coarse distributions are often 

associated with local transport of large particles produced by anthropic activity and/or 

local soil erosion, but a remote origin cannot be excluded [Jeong et al., 2014]. 

 

Figure 3 Size distribution of dust particles for a control sample (upper panel) and a snow sample containing 
84 ppm of MD (lower panel). The red line depicts a lognormal fit of the main distribution (R2 = 0.92) (Note 
that the abscissa is represented in a logarithmic scale in both plots) 
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2.4.2 Field spectral data and RT model 

Examples of reflectance spectra collected with the ASD field spectrometer at each 

sampling area are shown in Figure 4a. The presence of MD strongly decreases the albedo 

in the visible wavelengths, in particular from 350 to 800 nm.  Beyond  800 nm the effect 

of MD is negligible, since in this wavelength range the impact of snow grain size is major 

[Warren, 1982]. This is in agreement with the simulation analysis conducted with the 

SNICAR model. Figure 5 shows examples of the Hemispherical Albedo simulated at 

different concentrations of MD (left panel) and different snow grain size (right panel). 

The plots point out the different effect of MD (size class from 5 to 10 µm) and grain size, 

in particular the effect of MD is concentrated approximately between 350 and 1000 nm, 

while the effect of increasing grain size is observed for larger wavelengths, above 1000 nm.  

 

Figure 4 Left panel: measured spectral reflectance (ASD Field Spec) for a control (C1) and two dust samples 
(DS6 and DS7).  Right panel: comparison between observed (red line) and simulated (blue line) reflectance 
(SNICAR model) for the sample DS6. In both plots, shaded areas represent the standard deviation 
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Figure 5 Snow hemispherical albedo simulated with the SNICAR model [Flanner et al., 2007]. Left panel: 
SNICAR model was run varying MD concentration from 0 to 4000 ppm (size class: 5.0–10.0 μm). Right panel: 
SNICAR model was run varying snow grain size 

The presence of MD in snow decreases its albedo in the visible wavelengths up to 40% 

for Sample 6 which contains the major MD mass (CC: 107.4 ppm and GM: 325 ppm). 

Despite still few papers show observed reflectance spectra just after natural depositions 

of impurities, our data showed to be consistent with observation of MD on snow in 

literature (e.g. [Painter et al., 2007]). Conversely, marked differences were found with 

respect to spectra of BC on snow (i.e.  Hadley and Kirchstetter [2012]), since in that case 

the decrease in albedo is more homogeneous among visible spectrum. Comparisons 

with the SNICAR simulations (Figure 4b) show that the model slightly underestimates 

the effect of MD for visible wavelengths, in particular between 350 and 420 nm, and it 

overestimates the effect from 420 to 800 nm. The deviation between observed and 

simulated reflectance may be due to the upper boundary of SNICAR in particle 

dimension. In fact, even particles larger than 10 μm can in principle affect snow albedo 

by magnifying the absorption in visible wavelengths. This is not taken into account in the 

model formulation. In this respect, the difference between the MD concentration 

determined between the GM and CC indicated the presence of MD particles beyond the 

size-range of the CC, as reported also in literature [Katra et al., 2014]. This allows us to 
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propose a first explanation regarding the SNICAR deviations with respect to the 

measured spectra. 

Another possible source of mismatch between observed and simulated spectra is the 

different physical variable represented. In fact, the collection of measurements with a 

bare optical fiber implies observing an Hemispherical Conical Reflectance (HCR) 

[Schaepman-Strub et al., 2006], while the SNICAR model simulates a Bi-Hemispherical 

Reflectance (BHR). This can, in principle, affect a complete overlapping of the two 

reflectance. 

In some cases, reflectance exceeded the value of 1 and it was impossible to compare 

observed and simulated data. This feature has often been found in literature [Painter 

and Dozier, 2004; Schaepman-Strub et al., 2006; Carmagnola et al., 2013] and was 

ascribed to the bidirectional effect that often occurs in surfaces such as snow [Giardino 

and Brivio, 2003; Painter and Dozier, 2004; Schaepman-Strub et al., 2006]. However, as 

reported in literature, we do not expect this feature to affect the possibility of calculating 

spectral indices from the reflectance, in particular for indices that operate in visible 

wavelengths where the bidirectional effect is more homogeneous [Painter and Dozier, 

2004]. 

2.4.3 Definition of the Snow Darkening Index (SDI) 

A nonlinear model (rational polynomial fitting) was chosen to account for the saturation 

effect in the decreasing of the albedo observed during the preliminary sensitivity 

analysis of the SNICAR simulations. Various linear and nonlinear models were applied to 

fit the simulated and observed data, but rational fitting produced the best results in 

terms of R2. Furthermore, regarding SNICAR simulations, a rational model better 

approximated the dependence of SDI on MD concentration (Figure 8c). The model 

structure can be expressed in formula: 
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Where p1, p2 and q1 are the parameters of the model and x represents the concentration 

of MD obtained from the Coulter Counter determination. 

From Figure 6 it is possible to identify which wavelength combination generates the hot 

spot of highest correlation. Although different hot spots are displayed, we selected red 

(from 640 to 670 nm) and green (from 550 to 590 nm) wavelengths because they are 

spectral channels typically integrated in satellite sensors, they allow good applicability 

of the spectral index and they are not influenced by snow grain size but enhance a 

spectral feature of MD in snow. 

 

Figure 6 Upper panel: correlation heat map of R2 and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) resulting from nonlinear 
Ordinary Least Squares (nOLS) between SNICAR simulated reflectance and MD concentration of samples 
(determined with CC). Lower panel: correlation heat map of R2 and RMSE resulting from nOLS between ASD 
reflectance and MD concentration (determined with CC) 
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This correlation hot spot was found both in the measured and simulated data sets. The 

SDI was then formalized as follows: 

)     550;590nm()     640;670nm(

)     550;590nm()     640;670nm(








SDI  

In Figure 7a we show the best model obtained from the set of nonlinear Ordinary Least 

Squares (nOLS) regressions between MD concentration using the CC method and 

combination of reflectance collected with the ASD spectrometer in the 10 sampling 

areas at the Artavaggio plains. In Figure 7b we show the linear regression between the 

Snow Darkening Index (SDI) calculated from the ASD data and from the SNICAR 

simulated data. The correlation between the data (R2 = 0.86) means that, despite some 

differences found between observed and simulated spectra (Section 4.2), the SDI is able 

to capture the overall variability in MD concentration from different source of data. To 

validate the hypothesis that large particles (i.e. diameter >30 μm) also affect snow 

albedo, we calculated the differences between the Gravimetric Method (GM) and the 

Coulter Counter (CC) measurements, which reflect the amount of large particles among 

snow samples. Then we calculated the correlation between this difference and the 

difference of SDI calculated from the ASD band and from the SNICAR model. The 

nonlinear correlation found in data (rational fit, R2 = 0.95) states that as the 

concentration of large particles increases, the deviation between observed and 

simulated SDI first increases and then shows a saturation effect. 

Clearly, SDI and integrated snow broadband albedo have a linear inverse correlation 

(data not shown) and it is important to underline that SDI is built on a spectral feature 

of MD in snow. As a consequence, a decrease in albedo due to increasing grain size in 

snow without MD will not affect SDI values but will, nevertheless, decrease snow albedo. 
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Figure 7 Nonlinear OLS regression between MD concentration and SDI values calculated from SNICAR 
simulations (7a). Linear OLS regression between the SDI calculated from observed ASD data and simulated 
SNICAR data (7b).  Nonlinear OLS regression (rational fit) between MD concentrations obtained with the 
Coulter Counter (CC) versus the Snow Darkening Index (SDI) calculated on the hyperspectral data collected 
with the ASD spectrometer (7c). Nonlinear OLS regression between the differences of MD concentration 
obtained from GM and CC method, versus the differences of the SDI calculated from SNICAR and observed 
with the ASD radiometer (7c). 

Table 2 shows a review of the model structures and goodness of fit in terms of coefficient 

of determination (R2), adjusted coefficient of determination (R2
adj), Root Mean Square 

Error (RMSE) and Sum Square Error (SSE). 

Figure 8 shows the combined effect on SDI of increasing MD concentration and snow 

grain size using the simulations from the SNICAR model. A global spline interpolator was 

applied for representation purposes. The interaction of increasing MD concentration 

and increasing of individual snow grain size causes an amplified effect on snow albedo 

and hence on SDI values. It is well known that light-absorbing impurities cause an 

increase in snow grain size due to enhanced absorption [Warren and Wiscombe, 1980; 

Meinander et al., 2014]; because of this feature, the two effects are very difficult to 

separate and SDI showed a nonlinear response to grain size increase in snow containing 

MD (Figure 9). 
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Variables Type of fit Model structure R2 R2
adj RMSE SSE 

MD vs. SDI 

(ASD) 
Rational 

1

21)(
qx

pxp
xf




  0.87 0.84 0.037 0.009 

SDI (ASD) vs. 

SDI (SNICAR) 
Linear 21)( pxpxf   0.86 0.84 0.005 0.002 

MD (CC) vs. 

SDI (SNICAR) 
Rational 

1

21)(
qx

pxp
xf




  0.99 0.99 0.00025 4.557e-07 

SDI (ASD) vs. 

SDI (UAV) 
Linear 21)( pxpxf   0.83 0.81 0.006 0.001 

GM-CC vs. 

SDI (ASD)-SDI 

(SNICAR) 

Rational 
1

21)(
qx

pxp
xf




  0.95 0.94 0.022 0.003 

Table 2 Review of the model structure and goodness of fit in terms of coefficient of determination (R2), 
adjusted coefficient of determination (R2

adj), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Sum Square Error (SSE) of 
the plots shown in Figures 7 and 11. 

 

Figure 8 Representation of the SDI index as a function of Mineral Dust (MD) concentration (ppm) and snow 
grain size (µm). Black dots are obtained from SNICAR simulation and colored facets are a global spline 
interpolator applied for representation purposes.  
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2.4.4 RF estimation 

An example of the Radiative Forcing (RF) computed at the Artavaggio site for two 

sampling areas containing 39 ppm and 107 ppm of MD measured with the CC method is 

shown in Figure 9. The left panel shows the upwelling spectral irradiances (W/m2) of 

three plots (one control, C1, and two dust samples, DS6 and DS7) measured with the 

ASD spectrometer. The spectral difference (i.e. the instantaneous RF) between these 

two irradiances represents a direct proxy of the amount of solar radiation absorbed in 

the snowpack due to the present of MD deposition. The integration of the iRF between 

350 and 850 nm gives the integrated instantaneous RF (iiRF) in W/m2, which was 

estimated as equal to 103.2 W/m2 for the DS with 39 ppm and 153.9 W/m2 for the DS 

with 107ppm. We also show the spectral dependence of iRF. In particular, we observed 

that the iRF increases from 350 to 450 nm and then decreases in longer wavelengths, 

reaching approximately zero at 1000 nm. This spectral dependence is very specific for 

the MD impact on snow radiative properties. Possible difficulties in the application of 

this method lie in the choice of the sampling areas in which to measure the spectral 

irradiance and the availability of adjacent snow patches with comparable slope and 

aspect showing different concentrations of impurities.  Previous works [Painter et al., 

2012b, 2013b; Kaspari et al., 2014, 2015], found similar values for iiRF of light-absorbing 

impurities in snow. We remark that MD has a strong positive forcing effect when 

deposited on snow. The instantaneous RF from MD can be higher than that generated 

by BC depositions on snow, as recently suggested by Kaspari et al. [2014] from a 

modeling approach in the Himalayan region. Still a lot of uncertainties exist regarding 

the RF of BC and MD in snow. A critical point regards methodologies followed by 

different authors; they should be unified in order to effectively compare results from 

different observational and simulation studies. 
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Figure 9 Left panel: Spectral irradiances of the sample containing 0.92ppm of MD (black line), snow 
containing 39 ppm (green line) and 107 ppm (red line) of MD. Right panel: Instantaneous radiative forcing 
iRF(λ) of snow containing different concentrations of MD. The samples are the same showed in Figure 4. 

The amount of solar radiation absorbed in the snowpack because of the presence of MD 

can be directly thermalized through the media enhancing its temperature. If no new 

snowfall occurs, this process can significantly accelerate the melting of snow [Painter et 

al., 2010], anticipating snow retreat in mountain areas, altering local radiative balance 

and shifting vegetation phenology. Furthermore, the well-known snow-albedo feedback 

[Hansen and Nazarenko, 2004] can here operate in the following way: as the snow melt 

is increased by the presence of MD, the MD itself is concentrated by the melting in nearly 

flat areas in mountain regions.  In this study, we present only an instantaneous view of 

the process. During the 2013-2014 winter, the European Alpine area experienced 

intense snowfalls; in this way, the radiative effect of MD may be damped by the presence 

of fresh snow above the MD layers. But during the melting season, the MD layers re-

emerge and enhance the absorption of solar radiation. This process may also affect also 

underling ice in the accumulation zone of Alpine mountain glaciers. 

2.4.5 Snow Darkening Index (SDI) applications 

The RGB Digital Numbers (DN) of the camera onboard the UAV were algebraically combined 

to reproduce the SDI index as follows: (DN(Red)-DN(Green))/(DN(Red)+DN(Green)). The 
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values of SDI estimated from UAV were then compared to those observed from the 

ground using the ASD spectrometer. 

Atmospherically and topographically corrected Landsat OLI Top Of Surface (TOS) 

reflectances in Band 3 (0.525 - 0.600 µm) and Band 4 (0.630 - 0.680 µm) were also 

algebraically combined to calculate the SDI index as follows: 

 ))3()4(( TOSTOS BB   / ))3()4(( TOSTOS BB   . 

SDI values were calculated only in those areas covered by snow and ice. The classes were 

produced using a supervised classification approach (Maximum Likelihood) of the 9 OLI 

bands. The classification was applied only in mountain areas of the Landsat tile using the 

three training classes: snow, vegetation, urban. 

Once the SDI map was created, it was classified in terms of exposure of the slopes (8 

classes: NNE, EEN, EES, SSE, SSW, WWS, WWN, NNW) using the ASTER GDEM, to analyze 

whether South facing slopes were more impacted by the MD transport because of 

enhanced melting due to higher solar irradiance. 

Figure 10 shows the SDI map derived from UAV data on the Artavaggio plains. Spatial 

variability of dust patches is clearly visible in the RGB orthomosaic (Figure 10) and it is 

enhanced in the SDI map. The map shows both fresh and re-emerging layers of MD in 

snow and represents a simple way to detect MD depositions in snow by exploiting the 

different reflectance in visible channels. The map shows a south-facing slope where the 

concentrations of impurities in snow are naturally higher in the Northern Hemisphere 

because of the longer exposition to direct solar radiation. This indicates that slope 

morphology plays an important role in enhancing or dampening the effect of MD on 

snow albedo. In fact, small basins in high altitude areas can increase the concentration 

of MD in snow during the melting season, thus accelerating the nonlinear response of 

snow. Possible influence of other light absorbing impurities (e.g. BC) are not tested here 
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since we focused on MD, but they may be contributing to the overall reduction of 

reflectance. 

 

Figure 10 Left panel: Orthomosaic of UAV-RGB data for the first flight draped on the Digital Surface Model 
(DSM) of the area. Right panel: maps SDI index calculated as the normalized ratio between the Red and 
Green channel of the Canon s100. 

Figure 11 shows the linear regression (R2 = 0.83) between the SDI calculated in each 

sampling area of the UAV orthomosaic and the SDI calculated from ASD spectra. We 

found a linear correlation that assesses the possibility of calculating the SDI also from 

RBG images to spatially represent MD deposition in snow. SDI values calculated from 

UAV and ASD data differ more than an order of magnitude, this feature is due to the fact 

that SDI from UAV was calculated combining raw DN values of the RGB images.  

 

Figure 11 Linear OLS regression between the SDI calculated from ASD data and from UAV data (R2=0.83) at 
each sampling area of the Artavaggio plains 
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Results from the SDI calculation on Landsat OLI bands are shown in Figures 12-13. Figure 

12 shows the Landsat image and the SDI map (12a) of the Artavaggio plains. The black 

polygon in the maps represents the area covered by the UAV survey. The coarse 

resolution of the Landsat image (30 m) does not allow the entire capture of all the spatial 

variability of MD due to snow micromorphology as compared with the UAV resolution 

(Figure 10), although some spatial variability of SDI is still visible in Landsat data. In Figure 

13, a larger area within the Central European Alps is examined. The presence of MD in 

snow is visible from the Landsat true color representation (Figure 13a) and it is well 

represented in the SDI map, which reveals portions of lower and higher MD deposition 

differently located in the catchment. 

 

Figure 12 Landsat 8 image (a) and SDI map (b) of the Artavaggio plains. Black polygon in the maps represents 
the area covered by the UAV survey 

a) b) 
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Figure 13 Landsat 8 OLI image (a) and SDI maps (b) of the Central European Alps. Three Regions Of Interest 
(ROI) showing different values of SDI were selected in the Engadine region (Switzerland). ROI color legend: 
Blue: ROI-2, Yellow: ROI-1, Green: ROI-0 

Figure 14 shows the frequency distribution of the SDI index in South South-East (SSE) 

and in the North North-West (NNW) classes of slope exposure for the mountain area 

within the Landsat tile. SDI assumes higher values in SSE slopes with respect to NNW 

slopes. Since the image was topographically corrected using the ATCOR code, the effect 

of shadows does not influence SDI values. The separation of the two distributions shows 

that also in this case south-facing slopes have, on average, higher SDI values, suggesting 

that both the provenance of the MD plume and longer exposition to solar radiation 

manifest their effects at different scales. Similar pattern was observed in broadband 

albedo and RF values in Colorado [Painter et al., 2013b], where lower RF values were 

a) b) 
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found in the high north facing cirques where less direct radiation slow the 

metamorphism of snow; higher RF values were found on southeast facing slopes at the 

lowest elevations. 

 

Figure 14  Frequency distribution of SDI for the Central European Alps classified in class of slope exposition: 
South South-East (SSE) and North North-West (NNW). The histograms show that south-facing slopes have 
higher SDI values than the north-facing slopes. 

In the upper-left region of the Central European Alps (Engadina, Switzerland), we 

selected three Regions Of Interest (ROIs) showing different SDI values comparable with 

those observed in the study area: from low (ROI-0) to medium (ROI-1) and high (ROI-2) 

SDI values. For each ROI, we extracted the mean and standard deviation of reflectance 

from the Landsat image. In Figure 15 we show the spectra of atmospherically-

topographically corrected reflectance for the three ROIs, overlapped with SNICAR 

simulations that showed similar SDI values. Although Landsat has a lower spectral 

resolution of Landsat with respect to that of the SNICAR, the plot from ROI 0 shows a 

good agreement between observed and simulated reflectance. The plot from ROI 1 

shows an offset between the reflectances, and the plot from ROI 2, shows a behavior 

similar to that observed between ASD and SNICAR reflectance (Figure 4b). In fact, the 

SNICAR model also in this case slightly underestimates the effect of MD on snow 

reflectance for wavelengths lower than 600 nm. 
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To be noted is that also for the Landsat spectra we found reflectance values that 

exceeded the value of 1, thus confirming the feature reported in previous literature  

[Painter and Dozier, 2004; Schaepman-Strub et al., 2006; Carmagnola et al., 2013; Pope 

and Rees, 2014] and ascribed to the strong forward scattering of snow. 

 

Figure 15 Comparison between Landsat and SNICAR reflectance for the three Regions Of Interest (ROI) 
shown in Figure 10 

2.5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a simple methodology for mapping light-absorbing impurities 

such as Mineral Dust (MD) in snow using optical data that range from hyperspectral 

sensor to multispectral and RGB images. We developed the method through a field 

campaign aimed at quantifying the actual impact of MD on snow albedo after a 

significant MD transport that reached the European Alps from the Saharan desert during 

the spring of 2014. We compared high resolution reflectance spectra (collected with an 

ASD Field Spectrometer) with reflectance simulated by parameterizing a physically-

based radiative transfer model (SNICAR). Differences between observed and simulated 

data were ascribed to the effect of particles with diameters above 30 µm that are not 

included in the SNICAR model but nevertheless can increase light absorption. Using the 

hot spots method it was possible to find a model based on maximization of the 

coefficient of regression (R2) and minimization of the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). 

Through these rules it was found that the normalized ratio between red and green 

wavelengths (the Snow Darkening Index, SDI) is highly correlated with the MD 
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concentration. We claim that this may help to gain reasonable estimates of light-

absorbing impurities, such as MD, in snow. 

Multiscale observations with an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and Landsat OLI 

satellite sensor showed a significant impact of MD on snow albedo. This allowed us to 

spatially represent the SDI at local and regional scale in the European Alps. The wide 

applicability of the SDI will allow mapping of past events of MD deposition on snow from 

different sensors that ranges from airborne and terrestrial digital cameras (i.e. Dumont 

et al., 2011) to different satellite sensors (Landsat, MODIS etc.), generating, for example, 

SDI time series to study post-depositional dynamics of MD on snow and ice. 

Furthermore, we propose a simple method to estimate instantaneous Radiative Forcing 

(iRF) of MD in snow, based on the difference between spectral irradiances of pure snow 

and snow containing a significant amount of MD. Our iRF estimations are comparable 

with those found in previous literature and represent an opportunity to directly estimate 

iRF from field spectral measurements, which is very useful for validating GCM and 

radiative transfer models. 

The impact of light-absorbing impurities on snow radiative properties represents an 

active field of research in atmosphere and cryosphere sciences, with many uncertainties 

in model simulations. Our results show the first evidence that MD strongly impacts snow 

reflectance in European Alps, where Saharan MD events are very frequent in the spring 

season. Furthermore, climate change is known to alter meteo-climatic patterns (e.g. 

North Atlantic Oscillation, NAO), eventually leading to stronger and more frequent MD 

transport toward the European Alpine chain, and this may result in an early snowmelt 

and variations in local radiative balances. 
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3 Snow Darkening Index (SDI) application: examples 

from repeated digital images at Torgnon 

experimental site (Aosta valley)  
 

 

 

Abstract  

In this paper, we show an application of the Snow Darkening Index (SDI), developed in 

Chapter 2 of this thesis. The application regards the calculation of SDI from repeated 

digital images from a micrometeorological ration at the experimental site of Torgnon 

(Aosta valley, Italy). Time series of SDI was compared with snow height, albedo and 

temperature in order to evaluate the impact of mineral dust deposition on snow 

radiative properties and speculate the effect on snow melting. 

3.1 Introduction 

In recent years, the application of Red Green Blue (RGB) digital images in Earth and 

Environmental Sciences has gained a lot of interest. The availability of low cost digital 

sensors (typically compact or rephlex cameras) has raised the possibility to install 

automatic station in impervious or remote areas, with the possibility to collect multiple 

images during summer and winter seasons. 

Common applications regard the monitoring of vegetation phenology [Richardson et al., 

2007; Migliavacca et al., 2011; Julitta et al., 2014], landslides, glaciers [Jung et al., 2010] 

and snow [Corripio, 2010; Hinkler et al., 2010; Dumont et al., 2011; Parajka et al., 2012]. 

Regarding the two latter, using digital cameras researcher successfully retrieved snow 

albedo and snow cover, both in Alpine and polar areas. 
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Snow albedo is influenced by different variables, such as grain size, solar zenith angle 

(SZA), snow density and presence of light-absorbing impurities (LAI) such as black 

carbon, mineral dust and volcanic ash. Each of these variables has a characteristic effect 

on snow spectral albedo [Warren, 1982]. In the European Alps, glacier and snow covered 

areas can be periodically covered by mineral dust transported from Saharan desert 

[Sodemann et al., 2006] and black carbon produced by industrial activities, biomass 

burning and wildfires. Deposition of these two LAI can impact snow melting [Painter et 

al., 2007; Steltzer et al., 2009; Di Mauro et al., 2015] and influence glaciers surface mass 

balance [Painter et al., 2013]. In a previous work [Di Mauro et al., 2015], we proposed 

the Snow Darkening Index (SDI) as a possible indicator of LAI deposition on snow in the 

Alps. SDI is a spectral index calculated as the normalized difference of Red and Green 

channels, and it can be easily applied to digital images.  

In this paper, we evaluate the performance of SDI in capturing dust deposition in the 

European Alps, calculating it from digital images acquired from a micrometeorological 

station in an alpine prairie in Torgnon (Aosta valley, Italy). The objective of the chapter 

is to evaluate the performances of SDI in detection depositions and re-emerging of dust 

layers in a seasonal snowpack. Results could be useful in assessing the impact of dust 

depositions on snow and modeling the impact on seasonal snow melting and water 

availability in the Po valley. 

3.2 Torgnon (AO) experimental site 

The study area is located in the northwestern Italian Alps (Aosta Valley, IT) at 2160 m 

a.s.l. (45°50’40’’N, 7°34’41’’E). The area is a subalpine unmanaged pasture classified as 

intra-alpine with semi-continental climate. The site is generally covered by snow from 

the end of October to late May. Further information regarding the site can be found in 

[Migliavacca et al., 2011; Rossini et al., 2012; Galvagno et al., 2013]. 
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The experimental site belongs to the Phenocam network 

(http://phenocam.sr.unh.edu/webcam/) and is equipped with a webcam system and an 

eddy covariance flux tower for continuous measurements of net ecosystem carbon 

dioxide exchange. 

3.3 Data  and Methods  

Digital images were collected using a Nixon digital camera (model d5000 with a fixed 

white balance) installed at the experimental site in 2009. Following Richardson et al. 

[2007], the camera was pointed North and set at an angle of about 20° below horizontal. 

Camera focal length was 3.5 mm and the field of view was approximately 79.8°. The 

camera was fixed at 2.5 m above ground and the same view scene was captured. The 

images were collected in Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) format and present a 

resolution of 0.3 megapixels, with three color channels (namely red, green and blue), at 

8 bits of radiometric resolution. The images were collected from 10 am to 5 pm, with an 

hourly temporal resolution. Exposure mode and white balance were set to automatic. 

Air temperature and snow height were measured respectively by a HMP45 (Vaisala Inc.) 

and a sonic snow depth sensor (SR50A, Campbell Scientific, Inc.). Albedo was measured 

with a Kipp and Zonen (cnr4 net radiometer).  

A Region Of Interest (ROI) was firstly identified in an approximately flat area, to analyze 

snow evolution. Images were acquired during 2013 and 2014 melting season. Red, 

Green and Blue chromatic coordinates were extracted from the selected ROI and the 

Snow Darkening Index (SDI) was calculated combining the Red and Green channel as 

follows: 

𝑆𝐷𝐼 =  
𝐷𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑑 − 𝐷𝑁𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛

𝐷𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑑 + 𝐷𝑁𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛
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Figure 1 Example of image for the Torgnon experimental site. The image was taken on April 17 2014 at 10 
a.m. Black rectangle represents the Region Of Interest (ROI) analyzed. 

SDI time series for 2013 and 2014 was analysed, as well as data of snow height, snow 

temperature and snow albedo, measured by the micrometeorological station in 

Torgnon. 

For evaluating dust depositions timing, we used the Navy Aerosol Analysis and Prediction 

System (NAAPS) global aerosol model, which is an atmospheric model that simulates the 

transport and deposition of different particulate matters and gases in the atmosphere. 

In particular, we used this model to detect the timing of Saharan dust event on the Aosta 

valley. The NAAPS model is a modified version of that developed by Christensen [1997]. 

The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) version uses global meteorological fields from the 

Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System (NOGAPS) [Hogan and 

Rosmond, 1991] analyses and forecasts on a 1 X 1 degree grid, at 6-hour intervals and 

24 vertical levels reaching 100 mbar. The original model used northern hemispheric, 12-

hourly European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) fields on a 2.5 

Region of Interest 
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X 2.5 degree grid. Dust emission occurs whenever the friction velocity exceeds a 

threshold value, snow depth is less than a critical value, and the surface moisture is less 

than a critical value. The flux is taken from Westphal et al. [1987] and scaled to include 

only particles with radii smaller than 5 microns. The flux is injected into the lowest two 

layers of the model. The threshold friction velocity is set to infinity except in known dust-

emission areas. These areas originally were defined as areas covered by eight of the 94 

land-use types used in the USGS Land Cover Characteristics Database.  

We analyzed NAAPS run of Total Optical Depth (TOD) and surface concentration of dust, 

smoke and sulphate relative to the winters and the springs of 2013 and 2014. 

3.4 Results and Discussion 

3.4.1 2013 time series 

In Figure 2, we show the time series of SDI, snow height, surface temperature and 

albedo, ranging from DOY 100 to 125 of 2013. From this plot, we can underline the 

correlation between snow height and snow albedo; this is due to the fact that snow 

aging causes a growth in grain size and thus a decrease in albedo. During 2013 melting 

season, surface temperatures became positive around DOY 105, and this caused a rapid 

snow melt, dampened by small snowfall around DOY 110 and 118. The NAAPS model 

predicted three major dust events (brown vertical lines in Figure 2) two in April (16th and 

30th) and one in May (2nd). In particular, this last event is represented in Figure 3, where 

Total Optical Depth (TOD) (upper-left panel) and surface concentration of sulfate (upper-

right panel), dust (lower-left panel) and smoke (lower-right panel), are mapped at 

European scale. From these maps is clear that a plume of Saharan dust (high TOD) was 

transported through the atmosphere and deposited over the Italian peninsula. This dust 

event caused an increase in SDI and a further decrease in snow albedo. This, coupled 

with a nearly positive surface temperature, caused a gradual drop of snow height. 
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Figure 2 Time series of Snow Darkening Index (SDI), snow height, surface temperature and albedo, observed 
during 2013 at the Torgnon site 

 

Figure 3 NAAPS model output for the Saharan dust event of May 2nd of 2013. 
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3.4.2 2014 time series 

In Figure 4, we show the time series of SDI, snow height, surface temperature and 

albedo, ranging from DOY 1 to 125 of 2014. Also in this case, we can see that snow height 

and snow albedo are well correlated. During 2014 season, NAAPS model predicted 4 

major dust events. The first three occurred during February and March, but dust layers 

were probably buried by new snow, although SDI series showed some variation during 

the depositions, in particular for the event of February 19th (Figure 5b), the one 

described in Di Mauro et al. [2015].  

 

Figure 4 Time series of Snow Darkening Index (SDI), snow height, surface temperature and albedo, observed 
during 2014 at the Torgnon site 

Another dust event occurred in April (Figure 5a) and caused a significant variation in SDI, 

and thus in albedo values. This variability in SDI could be also related to the re-

emergence of dust layers deposited during previous dust events of 2014. This is an 

important point, because in years characterized by abundant snowfall (such as 2014) the 

effect of dust depositions on snow albedo can be dampened by the presence of new 

snow above the dust layers. During the melting season, these layers can aggregate into 
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the snowpack and re-emerge as the snow melts, acting as a forcing agent in accelerating 

the melting. 

 

Figure 5 NAAPS model output for dust event on 3 April (left panel) and 19 February (right panel) of 2014 

3.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we showed the possibility to calculate SDI from RGB repeated images taken 

from a micrometeorological station at the experimental site of Torgnon, in a high altitude 

Alpine prairie. The integration of these data with an atmospheric transport model 

(NAAPS), allowed us to evaluate the correspondence of SDI peaking and mineral dust 

transport from Saharan desert. The good agreement between dust deposition and SDI will 

allow using this experimental site as a possible validation for satellite imagery (e.g. MODIS; 

Landsat) and for regional climate models. The presence of dust on snow, in fact, can alter 

the hydrological cycle in mountain catchments causing fluctuation in water availability in 

valley regions. Possible developments of these analyses regard the comparison with 

hydrological models that simulate snow melting, such as the GEOtop model [Endrizzi et 

al., 2014]. In particular, the evaluation of this model could provide important information 

regarding water availability in small and medium catchments, and comparisons between 

observed and simulated snow height could provide information regarding the possible 

inclusion of light-absorbing impurities effect in hydrological modeling. 

a) b) b) 
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4 What darkens mountain glaciers? A radiative and 

geochemical assessment for the Morteratsch 

glacier (Swiss Alps) 
 

 

 

Abstract  

Mountain glaciers represent an important source of fresh water across the globe. Those 

reservoirs are seriously threatened by global climate change, and a widespread 

reduction of glacier extension has been observed in recent years. Surface processes that 

promote ice melting are driven both by temperature/precipitation and albedo. The 

latter is influenced by the growth of snow grains and by the impurities content (such as 

dust, soot, ash, algae etc.). The origin of these light-absorbing impurities can be local or 

distal, often they can aggregate on the glacier tongue forming characteristic cryoconites, 

that decrease ice albedo promoting the melting. 

In this paper, we present results of a hyper-spectral (EO1 - Hyperion) and a multi-spectral 

(Landsat 8 - OLI) satellite data in characterizing ice and snow surface albedo at the 

Morteratsch glacier (Swiss Alps). We coupled those satellite data with ground 

hyperspectral data collected with an ASD field spectrometer on the glacier ablation 

zone. For each plot, we also sampled ice and processed it with a Neutron Activation 

Analysis (NAA) in order to determine its geochemical composition. In a previous study, 

we developed the Snow Darkening Index (SDI), which is non-linearly correlated with dust 

content in snow. Here we calculated it from Hyperion and OLI data, and characterized 

snow/ice darkening at the Morteratsch glacier. Results showed that, during summer 

season, reflectance of ice at Morteratsch can reach very low values (0.1-0.2) and this is 

due to the interplay of surface dust (from lateral moraine and Saharan desert) and 

cryoconites, formed by accumulation of dust and dark organic material. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Mountain glaciers represent an important source of fresh water across the globe. Those 

reservoirs are seriously threatened by global climate change [Immerzeel et al., 2010], 

and a widespread reduction of glacier extension has been observed in recent years [Paul 

et al., 2007]. Surface processes that promote ice melting are driven both by 

temperature/precipitation and by albedo. The latter is mainly influenced by the growth 

of snow grain size and by the impurities content (such as dust, soot, ash, algae etc.) 

[Painter et al., 2007]. The impact of these light-absorbing impurities on the cryosphere 

has been studied at a global [Flanner et al., 2007, 2009] and regional scale [Painter et 

al., 2010, 2013; Sterle et al., 2013; Di Mauro et al., 2015]. 

Recent papers showed that Himalayan glaciers are undergoing a darkening process 

[Ming et al., 2012, 2015; Gautam et al., 2013], this was ascribed to the impact of 

regional/global warming and to the deposition of light-absorbing impurities on the 

glacial surface. Impurities such as black carbon and mineral dust are widely present in 

Himalayan area [Nair et al., 2013; Ménégoz et al., 2014], and their source can be both 

natural and anthropogenic. Instead, natural sources of mineral dust are represented by 

arid and hyper-arid areas surrounding the glaciers. Coupling data from an Automated 

Weather Station (AWS) with distributed modeling, Oerlemans et al. (2009) showed that 

albedo decrease in mountain glaciers can effectively increase the melt producing 

negative surface mass balance. 

Light-absorbing impurities can be deposited also on ice sheets. In particular, has been 

observed that Greenland albedo is decreasing in the last decade [Box et al., 2012], and 

still a lot of uncertainties exist regarding potential causes and impact [Polashenski et al., 

2015; Tedesco et al., 2015]. 

 When light-absorbing impurities are deposited on snow and ice, they can aggregate on 

the glacier tongue forming characteristic cryoconites  that decrease ice albedo 

promoting the melting [Takeuchi et al., 2001]. Cryoconites are small ecosystems with a 

proper biogeochemical cycling (i.e. carbon and nitrogen) [Segawa et al., 2014], they are 
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constituted mainly of dust and organic matter that forms typical cryoconite holes in 

ablation areas of mountain and polar glaciers. Cryoconites were firstly named as 

“Kryokonites” (from Greek ethimology kryo: ice, and konis: dust ) by Swedish explorer A. 

E. Nordenskiöld, during his expedition in Greenland interior in 1883 [Nordenskiöld, 

1883].  Nordenskiöld concluded that these material cannot have been washed down 

from the mountain ridges at the sides of the glaciers, that neither had it been distributed 

over the surface of the ice by running water, nor been pressed up from the ground 

moraine, but that the clay must therefore be a sediment from the air, the chief 

constituent of which is probably terrestrial dust spread by the wind over the surface of 

the ice.  His statements could be true for Greenland glaciers during the first phase of the 

industrial revolution, but cannot be extended to mountain glaciers, where multiple 

processed act in formation and evolution of cryoconites [Hodson et al., 2007; Bøggild et 

al., 2010]. 

The geochemical and microbiological composition of cryoconites has been studied in 

polar and non-polar glaciers [Aoki et al., 2014; Nagatsuka et al., 2014; Takeuchi et al., 

2014] but still a lot of uncertainties exist regarding their formation and evolution. 

Microbiological organisms that colonize extreme environments (e.g. salty lakes, sulfur 

springs, glaciers and ice caps) are known as ‘extremophiles’. They are highly adapted 

organisms that can live in harsh environments. Microorganisms found in cryoconites are 

element of this class (often referred as psychrophiles); they can remain quiescent during 

the winter, when cryoconite holes are buried by new snow, and then become active 

again during melting season when exposed to solar radiation. In this sense, cryoconites 

represent an active field of research from multiple disciplines [Takeuchi et al., 2001; 

Hodson et al., 2007; Bøggild et al., 2010; Irvine-Fynn et al., 2011; Stibal et al., 2012; 

Zarsky et al., 2013]. 

To date, a complete assessment of what kind of materials darken mountain glaciers and 

their impact on glacier albedo is still missing. In this paper, we combine a classic multi-

scale remote sensing approach with a geochemical characterization of samples collected 
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in a large mountain glacier of the European Alps (Vadret da Morteratsch) in order to 

determine the impact of surface dust and cryoconites on the surface reflectance of 

Morteratsch glacier. 

4.2 Data  and Methods  

4.2.1 Study area and field campaigns 

Vadret da Morteratsch (46°24′34″N, 9°55′54″E) is a glacier located in the Bernina-

Disgrazia massif in Swiss Alps. Morteratsch is a valley glacier with an altitude that spans 

from 2030 to 3976, with an area of 15.81 km2; it is a typical north facing Alpine glacier 

experiencing negative mass balances in the last century [WGMS, 2013]. 

 

Figure 1 Left panel: Location of the study area, red polygons are glacier extracted from the Randolph Glaciers 
Inventory v.3.2  [Pfeffer et al., 2014]. Right panel: True color representation of Hyperion scene. (Markers are 
color-coded as follows,  red: accumulation zone; cyan: serac; yellow: ablation zone; green: bare ice.  

On the 30th July and 31st of September 2015, two field campaign were conducted at the 

Morteratsch glacier in Swiss Alps. The aim of the field measurements was to collect 

ground hyperspectral reflectance data and ice/snow samples at the glacier ablation 

zone. Reflectance was measured in clear sky condition with an Analytical Spectral 
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Devices (ASD) field spectrometer (Hand Held), which collects reflected radiance from 

325 to 1075 nm with a spectral resolution of 1 nanometer. Reflectance was then 

calculated by normalizing for the incident radiance measured with a calibrated 

Spectralon© panel. Snow and ice sampling was conducted using Corning tubes (50 mL). 

Locations of sampling were visually evaluated in order to have the highest variability in 

snow and ice optical properties. Regarding cryoconites sampling, we broke the upper 

part of each cryoconite holes and we picked the sediment at the bottom of the hole 

using a little spoon. All samples were taken back to the University Campus (Milano-

Bicocca) and stored at -30 degreees at the EuroCold facility of our department. 

A few days before the September campaign, new snowfall occurred on the glacier; so, 

only spectra of snow were collected, and cryoconite holes were found buried by snow 

and sampled for the geochemical analysis. We can divide samples in 4 main classes: fresh 

snow, bright ice, dark ice, and cryoconite holes. 

 

Figure 2 Left: Reflectance measurements during the second campaign (30th September) at Morteratsch 
glacier. Right: An example of cryoconite hole found on the ablation area of Morteratsch glacier (Photos by R. 
Garzonio.) 

4.2.2 Geochemical analysis 

We determined geochemical elemental composition of samples through a Neutron 

Activation Analysis (NAA). This methodology allows to determine the relative abundance 

of almost all the element in the periodic table. Irradiations of samples were carried out 

10 cm 
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at LENA (Applied Nuclear Energy Laboratory, University of Pavia) where a research 

nuclear reactor (TRIGA Mark II) is installed. Measurements of the irradiated samples 

were carried out at the Radioactivity Laboratory of the Milano-Bicocca University. A 

complete description of the methodology can be found in Baccolo et al. 2015a, 2015b. 

4.2.3 Satellite data 

The Earth Observing One (EO-1) satellite mission was launched in November 2000, and 

features a hyper-spectral (Hyperion) and a multi-spectral sensor (Advanced Land Imager, 

ALI) [Middleton et al., 2013]. In particular, the Hyperion sensor features a swath of 7.7 

km and a spatial resolution of 30 meters. It collects spectral radiance from 400 to 2400 

nanometers with a spectral resolution of 10 nm (242 bands). The signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNR) of Hyperion data varies from 150:1 (for 400-1000 nm) to 60:1 (for 1000-2000 nm), 

that is comparable to the Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS). Even 

if widely applied for environmental studies (e.g. for inland waters Giardino et al., 2007), 

still few papers apply Hyperion data for snow and ice satellite monitoring  [Bindschadler 

and Choi, 2003; Casey and Kääb, 2012; Casey et al., 2012; Negi et al., 2013]. In facts, 

Hyperion data can provide very important information regarding the optical properties 

of snow and ice, in particular regarding the impact of light-absorbing impurities and grain 

size growth. 

During August 2015, the Earth Observing One (EO-1) satellite was planned to acquire a 

series of scenes over the Morteratsch glacier. Among all the available tiles, we selected 

the one acquired on 7th August (ID: EO1H1930282015219110K5_SG1_01) because of 

the low cloud cover and the proximity of field campaign (31st July). The selected tile was 

atmospherically corrected using the 6S code [Vermote et al., 1997]. The Aerosol Optical 

Depth (AOD) was interpolated from nearby Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) 

stations, and a continental aerosol model was used to approximate atmospheric particle 

size distributions during summer at Midlatitude. Since the Hyperion sensor is constituted 

of two spectrometer with different characteristics, the 6S code was run separately for 
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the Visible Near-Infrared and the ShortWave-Infrared spectrometer. Then the two 

corrected images were merged and highly noisy bands in the overlapping spectral region 

were deleted. 

Furthermore, a Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) was downloaded from the Earth 

Explorer portal (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/). The tile (ID: 

LC81940282015219LGN00) was acquired on 7th August, a few hours after the Hyperion 

one. The Landsat Surface Reflectance Climate Data Record (CDR) was downloaded, these 

products are delivered already corrected for the influence of the atmosphere. 

Both from Landsat and Hyperion data, we calculated the Snow Darkening Index (SDI) [Di 

Mauro et al., 2015], which is a spectral index calculated as a normalized ratio between 

Red and Green bands, in formula: 

)    550;590nm()    640;670nm(

)    550;590nm()    640;670nm(








SDI  

 SDI is nonlinearly correlated with mineral dust (MD) concentration in snow and 

represents an important tool for detecting MD deposition and impact on snow albedo. 

Regarding Hyperion, we used Band at 650 nm and 579 nm; instead, for Landsat 8 we 

used Band 4 (636-673 nm) and Band 3 (533-590 nm). 

4.3  Results 

Results from the field spectroscopy survey showed a large variability in spectral albedo 

on the ablation tongue of Morteratsch glacier. The scale of variation spans from the 

centimeter to meters, with marked differences in the optical properties of ice. We 

classified glacier ablation surface in four classes: White Ice (WI), Black Ice (BI), Melt Pond 

(MP) and Cryoconites. In Figure 3, we show some examples of glacier spectral 

reflectance. WI samples showed higher reflectance values in the visible wavelengths 
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with respect to the BI ones (Fig. 3a). WI and BI samples showed low variability in visible 

wavelengths, whereas MP and Cryoconites showed a peak at 560 nm. 

 

Figure 3 Top panels: Reflectance spectra acquired on the glacier ablation zone with the Field Spec ASD. Note 
that the scale changing among different plots for representation purposes. Bottom panels: pictures of samples 
Black ice 4, Melt pond and Cryoconite 1. Corning tubes (12 cm long) is here used for scale reference. 

Hyperion hyper-spectral data were analysed to study the variability in spectral albedo 

across the whole glacier surface. Direct comparison with ground spectra is not presented 

since the ground survey explored only the ablation area, where most variability in optical 

properties is below the Hyperion spatial resolution (30 m). In Figure 4, we show some 

examples of spectra extracted from Hyperion data in different areas of the glacier, that 

is the accumulation zone, serac, ablation zone and bare ice. Atmospherically corrected 

reflectance was smoothed using a Savitzky-Golay filter in order to remove the noise from 

Hyperion spectra. The bands in the overlapping zone of the two spectrometers were 

removed for representation purposes. 
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Figure 4 Reflectance spectra of the Morteratsch glacier extracted from Hyperion data. Symbols: crosses: 
Accumulation zone; dots: Serac; asterisks: ablation zone; circles: bare ice. Red lines are smoothed reflectance 
with a Savitsky-Golay filter. 

The comparison between Hyperion and Landsat data showed good agreement between 

the two sensors. In Figure 5, we show a simple comparison between the atmospherically 

corrected reflectance of Hyperion and Landsat 8. 

In figure 6, we show a true color representation and SDI map created from Hyperion and 

Landsat data. In general, the two sensors produced similar pattern over the glacier 

terrain. Higher SDI values were found over the serac zone, between the accumulation 

and ablation areas, where a Saharan dust layer was outcropping from 2014 heavy 

depositions [Varga et al., 2014; Di Mauro et al., 2015]. Also the accumulation zone 

showed non-zero values of SDI, this suggests the idea that some impurities were 

deposited also in the upper zone of the glacier. 
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Figure 5 Comparison between Landsat and Hyperion data of the accumulation zone and serac. Vertical lines 
represent the Landsat acquisition bands in blue (Band 2), green (Band 3), red (Band 4) and near-infrared (Band 
5). 

Instead, the ablation zone showed a very flat spectral signature (Figure 4), with 

approximately zero SDI values, this means that other processes are involved in this area, 

and the SDI is unable to capture them. In fact, during the summer season mineral fine 

debris and organic matter accumulate on the bare ice (see for example Figure 7, taken 

in the nearby Fellaria glacier) strongly reducing its albedo and enhancing the melting. 
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Figure 6 Upper panels: true color representation and SDI of Landsat 8 tile. Lower panels: true color 
representation and SDI of the Hyperion tile. 
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Figure 7 Fellaria glacier during summer 2015. Example of glacier surface darkening due to fine debris cover 
(Photo by F. Fussi) 

4.3.1 Elemental composition 

Preliminary results from the geochemical characterization showed that elements found 

in cryoconites hole (CR3 in Figure 8) are present also in sediment from the side moraine 

(MS1), suggesting an important local source of mineral material. The most abundant 

elements found are Aluminum (Al) and Silicon (Si), followed by Calcium (Ca), Potassium 

(K), Magnesium (Mg), Sodium (Na) and Titanium (Ti).  
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Figure 8 Concentration of the main elements found in cryoconite holes (sample CR3) and in sediments from 
the side moraine (MS1). Note that the ordinates are showed in a logarithmic scale. 

 

 

Figure 9 Concentrations of all 45 elements measured in cryoconite holes (sample CR3 and CR4). Note that 
both axis are represented in logarithmic coordinates 
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The relative abundance of elements found in cryoconites is here reported in decreasing 

order: Si > Al > K > Ca > Mg > Na > Ti > Mn > Ba > V > La > Nd > As > Sm > W > U > Yb; 

instead the abundance in moraine sediments is: Si > Al > Ca > Na > K > Mg > Ti > Mn > 

Ba > V > La > Nd > Sm > As > Yb > U > W. Differences in the samples can be ascribed, for 

example, to metabolic activity of microorganisms contained in the cryoconite holes. 

We found that elemental concentrations were very similar among different cryoconite 

holes Figure 9 shows the non-linear (power law function) relation between the 

concentration of all 45 elements measured in two cryoconite samples (CR3 and CR4). 

4.4 Discussion 

Results here presented suggest that surface dust and cryoconites can strongly reduce 

the reflectance of Morteratsch glacier during the summer season, when bare ice is 

exposed to direct solar radiation. To date, no scientific literature is devoted to study the 

interplay between dust, cryoconites and glacier albedo decrease in the European Alps. 

Here we show for the first time the elemental composition of cryoconites and the effect 

of this non-ice material on spectral reflectance of ice from ground and satellite 

hyperspectral observations of a glacier in the European Alps. 

A previous work on Morteratsch glacier [Oerlemans et al., 2009] showed that the 

ablation zone is undergoing a darkening process. The authors attributed this albedo 

decrease to the accumulation of dust from the lateral moraine. In this paper, we showed 

how spectral reflectance is distributed over the glacier and in particular over the ablation 

zone. The presence of cryoconite holes and surface dust over the bare ice in alpine 

glaciers plays an important role in albedo decrease and melting enhancement. Our 

results show that the reflectance of ice can decrease from 0.8 to 0.1 because of the 

presence of surface non-ice material, producing very high instantaneous radiative 

forcing. Furthermore, SDI maps showed the presence of outcropping mineral dust from 

Saharan depositions occurred during the extremely dusty 2014 spring season [Varga et 
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al., 2014; Di Mauro et al., 2015]. The presence of dust across the equilibrium line altitude 

(ELA) of an Alpine glacier during the summer season further decrease its albedo and 

enhances the melt at higher altitude, where new snow and firn are directly exposed to 

solar radiation. 

Cryoconite holes can be part of an active process in crevasses and glacier moulin 

formation, and in the fragmentation of the ablation zone. We suggest that cryoconites 

are also involved in a feedback process, here explained: when cryoconite holes are 

disrupted by surface melting, they release large quantity of dark material and water on 

the surface of the glacier (see for example Figure 3f). This process further increases the 

surface melting, since water has a higher thermal inertia with respect to ice. In fact, it 

can efficiently absorb solar radiation and transfer it to underlying ice, promoting its 

melting. We named this process as “cryoconite-runoff feedback”, and we claim that it 

can occur on different scale both on mountain glaciers and ice sheets. 

The geochemical characterization of cryoconites showed a strong input of local sources, 

but important enrichments of Arsenic (As), Tungsten (W) and Uranium (U) were also 

found in cryoconite holes. Our results are consistent with those found by Wientjes et al. 

[2011] and Singh et al. [2013], which measured high concentration of metals (in 

particular Arsenic) in cryoconites in South-West Greenland and Svalbard respectively. 

Furthermore, the high presence of Tungsten in cryoconites suggests a strong biological 

activity, since it is the only metal from the third transition series that is known to occur 

in biomolecules. 

In this paper, we focused on the geochemical and radiative properties of cryoconites, 

although they are formed by living microorganisms (such as cyanobacteria), important 

features that promote ice melting are due to their geochemical properties. 
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4.5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we showed how non-ice materials influence the spectral reflectance of an 

Alpine glacier (Vadret da Morteratsch). Results from field campaigns and satellite 

hyperspectral data showed that surface dust and cryoconites can decrease ice spectral 

reflectance from 0.8 to 0.1 in visible wavelengths, adding a consistent input of energy to 

the glacier radiative balance. In particular, the ablation zone was covered by fine debris 

originating from the side moraine. The relevance of this process is high, since Alpine 

glacier are in strong retreat and accumulation of light-absorbing impurities can strongly 

decrease albedo and influence the melt. 
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5 Summary and conclusions 

 

 

In this thesis, I developed different methodologies for determining the impact of light-

absorbing impurities on snow and ice in the European Alps. These analyses were never 

applied in this geographical context, and it is widely accepted that the Alps are very 

sensitive to climatic and environmental changes. Results showed that seasonal input of 

mineral dust can strongly alter the radiative properties of snow and ice, generating high 

instantaneous radiative forcings. This process has the ability to accelerate the melting of 

seasonal snow and glaciers ice, through the direct decrease of reflected energy and 

consequent increasing in absorption of incident radiation, that enhance the phase 

transition from ice to water. 

Important findings regard the possibility to monitor this process from multi-scale 

observations, that is from ground, UAV, digital photography and satellite data. The field 

campaigns organized during the Ph.D. allowed to directly observing the impact of 

impurities on snow and ice, in order to develop a simple and easily applicable spectral 

index, the Snow Darkening Index (SDI). Results from the campaigns on the Morteratsch 

glacier allowed us to observe directly and for the first time the impact of cryoconite 

formation and disruption on the albedo of a mountain glacier in the Alps. In fact, to date 

no scientific literature analyse the impact of cryoconites on the radiative properties of 

ice using proximal and remote sensing data in the European Alps. Furthermore, the 

geochemical characterization allowed us to guess the source of this non-ice material, in 

particular regarding the input of local mineral source. 

The impact of light-absorbing impurities on the cryosphere is gaining interest from the 

scientific community; in particular, in relation to the darkening processes observed in 
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Greenland Ice Sheet, where albedo has been observed to decrease in the last decades. 

Possible mechanisms proposed to explain these observations regards the direct impact 

of impurities transported from lower latitudes and the outcropping of bare ice, that 

resurfaces past depositions, lowering the albedo and promoting the melting. 

The processes described in this thesis can occur also at a planetary scale in large icy 

bodies of the solar system (i.e. Europa and Enceladus). In fact, in these harsh 

environments ice and dust actively interact producing effects, whose analogs can be 

studied on Earth's surface. In particular, Jupiter's moon Europa is globally covered by a 

thick cover of ice, where dust is deposited from Europa’s cryovolcanoes and 

interplanetary transport (i.e. from the nearby Io moon, which is the most volcanically 

active planetary body of the solar system). Methodologies developed in this thesis (e.g. 

SDI mapping, instantaneous radiative forcing calculation) will be applied to multi and 

hyperspectral data collected by Galileo spacecraft (e.g. from the Solid State Imager and 

the Near-Infrared Mapping Spectrometer) to study the impact of dust on ice in the outer 

solar system. Furthermore, Europa is suspected to hold a buried ocean under the ice; 

and this is thought to be able to sustain life. Possible cryoconite-like structures could 

have been formed also on the surface of Europa. This is particularly important in relation 

to the fact the life on Earth resisted during long “Snow-ball Earth periods” (e.g. 

Proterozoic eon, around 715 million years ago), when Earth was fully covered by snow 

and ice.  
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Appendix 1: Further research 
 

Power law distributions of wildfires across Europe: benchmarking a 

land surface model with observed data 

 

Abstract  

Monthly wildfire burned area frequency is here modeled with a power law distribution 

and scaling exponent across different European biomes are estimated. Data sets, 

spanning from 2000 to 2009, comprehend the inventory of monthly burned areas from 

the European Forest Fire Information System (EFFIS) and simulated monthly burned 

areas from a recent parameterization of a Land Surface Model (LSM), that is the 

Community Land Model (CLM). Power law exponents are estimated with a Maximum 

Likelihood Estimation (MLE) for different European biomes. The characteristic fire size 

(CFS), i.e. the area that most contributes to the total burned area, was also calculated 

both from EFFIS and CLM data set. We used the power law fitting and the CFS analysis 

to benchmark CLM model against the EFFIS observational wildfires data set available for 

Europe. 

Results for the EFFIS data showed that power law fittings holds for 2-3 orders of 

magnitude in the Boreal and Continental ecoregions, whereas the distribution of the 

Alpine, Atlantic are fitted only in the upper tail. Power law instead is not a suitable model 

for fitting CLM simulations. 

CLM benchmarking analysis showed that the model strongly overestimates burned areas 

and fails in reproducing size-frequency distribution of observed EFFIS wildfires. This 

benchmarking analysis showed that some refinements in CLM structure (in particular 

regarding the anthropogenic influence) are needed for predicting future wildfires 
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scenarios, since the low spatial resolution of the model and differences in relative 

frequency of small and large fires can affect the reliability of the predictions. 

Introduction 

Wildfire size frequency has been studied since fire data have been regularly collected 

and then analyzed to gain a mechanistic understanding of the underlying process and to 

develop predictive models of this complex natural phenomenon [Cumming, 2001; 

Moritz et al., 2005; Zinck and Grimm, 2009; McKenzie et al., 2011]. The spatio-temporal 

distribution of wildfires in a certain area can be used to characterize the fire regime. 

Although widely used, this term still lacks a clear and widely accepted definition [Krebs 

et al., 2010]. Fire regimes are mainly a function of land cover (e.g. type of fuel) and 

climate (temperature, precipitation, duration of the dry-wet season, etc.), but they also 

depend on socio-economic factors such as population density, agricultural practices and 

so on [Pausas and Keeley, 2009; Bowman et al., 2011]. Recent climate change has been 

found to impact wildfire regimes and future increases in global temperature coupled 

with more frequent droughts are expected to increase fire activity [Flannigan et al., 

2000], in particular in Mediterranean landscapes [Pausas, 2004]. Despite some attempts 

based both on satellite [Chuvieco et al., 2008] and inventory data [Malamud et al., 2005], 

to date there is no well-established/quantitative method for classifying fire regimes 

across different climates. A proper classification method is needed for the quantification 

of climate change impact on ecosystems and wildfire scenarios [Migliavacca et al., 

2013a; Yang et al., 2014]. 

Many difficulties are encountered in the modeling of wildfires because of the intrinsic 

complexity of this system, in which many environmental and social variables are involved 

in the ignition, propagation and suppression of fires. Some models were formulated to 

describe and predict wildfire spatial and temporal frequencies. According to Zinck and 

Grimm [2009] these models can be classified in two categories: the fire ecology approach 

and the statistical physics approach. The former class of models aims to reproduce 
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environmental interactions between the physical status of vegetation and forcing agents 

that lead to wildfires [Peterson, 2002; Thonicke et al., 2008, 2010]; the latter class of 

models analyzes emergent properties of wildfire using information from fire catalogs and 

models them as cellular automata [Bak et al., 1987, 1990; Drossel and Schwabl, 1992]. 

Regarding the latter category of models, Bak et al. [1990] proposed an interpretation of 

the spatial distribution of wildfires involving the theory of Self-Organized Criticality 

(SOC). This theory was first formalized by Bak et al. [1987]  for the explanation of 1/f 

noise, using the analogy of the “sand pile” model, and then widely applied in various 

fields [Newman, 1996; Jørgensen et al., 1998; Hergarten, 2002; Turcotte and Malamud, 

2004; Pueyo, 2007]. In this framework, a simple dynamical system accumulates energy 

(and mass) for a certain period of time and then energy is dissipated as a fractal [Bak et 

al., 1990] generating scale invariance in events magnitude (i.e. non-existence of a 

characteristic size of the process).  

Emergent properties, such as the frequency-size scaling, can be revealed searching for 

power law distributions in empirical data. Those distributions have been widely found in 

nature and these occurrences have often been linked to scale invariance and fractals. 

Power law theoretical background has been applied to different natural hazards 

[Turcotte and Malamud, 2004], such as earthquakes [Gutenberg and Richter, 1956], 

fracture systems [Bonnet et al., 2001], landslides [Guzzetti et al., 2002; Malamud et al., 

2004; Frattini and Crosta, 2013], rock  and snow avalanches [Crosta et al., 2007; 

Birkeland, 2002], tropical cyclones [Corral et al., 2010] and wildfires [Malamud, 1998]. 

For the latter, the scaling exponent of the power law has been estimated from different 

data sets in various geographic contexts [Malamud, 1998; Ricotta et al., 1999, 2001; 

Song et al., 2001, 2006; Corral et al., 2008; Fiorucci et al., 2008; Lin and Rinaldi, 2009]. 

Scaling exponents have also been also interpreted as a proxy of fire regimes [Hantson et 

al., 2015] in North America [Malamud et al., 2005; Millington et al., 2006] and in the 

Iberian Peninsula [Moreno et al., 2011]. Nevertheless, the existence of a power law 
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scaling in wildfires has been questioned by several authors [Reed and McKelvey, 2002; 

Benavent-Corai et al., 2007; McKenzie and Kennedy, 2012; Lehsten et al., 2014] and 

some uncertainties still remain about their frequency distribution. For example, Reed 

and McKelvey (2002) suggested that it is necessary to have a constant extinguishment-

growth rate ratio (i.e. fire suppression and vegetation recovery are constant in space 

and time) to hold a power law at all sizes of burned areas. Since it is difficult for both 

extinguishment and growth to be spatially and temporally constant, a power law is not 

expected to hold for the entire range of fire size. Recently, Lehsten et al. [2014] proposed 

an alternative statistics, the Characteristic Fire Size (CFS), to measure the fire size that 

contributes the most to the total burned area. CFS in the pan-Boreal area showed to 

explain the distribution of wildfires better than a power law distribution, using two 

independent inventory datasets.  

Regarding the fire models implemented in Land Surface Models (LSM), such as the 

Community Land Model (CLM), different comparisons between observed and simulated 

data have been performed by many authors [Kloster et al., 2010; Thonicke et al., 2010; 

Migliavacca et al., 2013b]. The ability of a LSM to mimic realistic wildfires dynamic has 

been questioned, and further comparison are needed to assess the reliability of LSM 

prediction for future global climate scenarios. 

Recently Luo et al. [2012] proposed a framework methodology to benchmark LSM; those 

benchmark analyses aim to: (i) target aspects of model performance to be evaluated, (ii) 

define a set of benchmarks as references to test model performance, (iii) compare 

performance skills among models to identify model strengths and deficiencies, and (iv) 

propose model improvements. As scaling behavior of natural hazard represents an 

important insight in the complexity of this natural phenomenon, those scaling properties 

can be used as a benchmark for LSM. At date, only a work by Fletcher et al. [2014] 

incorporates power law scaling in dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs), observing 

promising results for the Amazonian region. 
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In this paper, we benchmark one version of the CLM model with power law scaling 

exponent and Characteristic Fire Size (CFS) calculations using a well-established 

observational data set of forest and non-forest wildfires (the European Forest Fire 

Information System, EFFIS) [McInerney et al., 2013; Camia et al., 2014]. In particular, one 

criterion for model benchmarking is to evaluate how model structures are able to 

reproduce the relationships between a set of particular variables against a set of 

benchmarks, the latter derived from observed data. For this reason, we evaluated 

whether a LSM is able to mimic the probability distributions of wildfires in Europe that 

emerges from the analysis of a well-established observational dataset. The LSM here 

used is a recent parameterization of CLM for its specific application in Europe 

[Migliavacca et al., 2013a, 2013b]. The comparison is performed because, although the 

model has been successfully applied to simulate the mean burned area and its 

relationship with environmental and climatic conditions [Kloster et al., 2010; 

Migliavacca et al., 2013b], poor performances have been reported in the description of 

interannual variability and severe fire seasons [Migliavacca et al., 2013b]. In particular, 

in Europe severe fire seasons characterized by large fire events [San-Miguel-Ayanz et al., 

2013] are source of a great concern in the scientific community because of the direct 

link with climate extremes (e.g. 2003 and 2010 heat waves).  

Data Sets and classifications 

EFFIS inventory data 

The European Fire Database contains information on forest and grassland fires compiled 

by European Union Member States and by other European countries within the 

framework of the European Forest Fire Information System (EFFIS) [Camia et al., 2014] 

EFFIS, the European Commission reference system for pan-European fire information, is 

a modular decision support system that monitors fires at a continental scale supporting 

fire management across Europe with the contributions of national forest fire services in 

the single countries [McInerney et al., 2013]. In the EFFIS dataset, forest fires are defined 
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as uncontrolled vegetation fires spreading wholly or in part on forest and/or other 

wooded land. Grasslands and shrublands are also included, while agricultural land is 

excluded from the fire statistics. We imposed a minimum fire size for data analysis equal 

to 1 hectare, and they are often affected by undersampling. Fire size is the total burned 

area in hectares split into the main land cover categories affected. 

Every year, contributing countries submit fire data derived from the collection of 

individual fire records, which are routinely compiled by local fire fighters after fires have 

been extinguished. Data are checked, stored and managed by the Joint Research Centre 

(JRC) within the European Fire Database of EFFIS. 

Among the available data, we used monthly totals of burned area from 2000 to 2009 in 

order to have a temporal resolution equal to the LSM. The EFFIS data were aggregated 

at NUTS (Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics, EUROSTAT, version 2006) level 

3, which correspond to local administrative units of variable extent. 

CLM simulated data set 

The model simulations conducted in this study were performed with a modified version 

of CLM version 3.5 [e.g., Stöckli et al., 2008] extended with a carbon-nitrogen 

biogeochemical model [Thornton et al., 2007, 2009; Randerson et al., 2009]. The 

prognostic treatment of fires is based on the algorithm developed by Kloster et al. [2010] 

and modified by Migliavacca et al. [2013b] for its application in Europe, where the model 

has been successfully applied to simulate fires for the present climate. Briefly, the model 

simulates burned area as a function of population density, soil moisture, biomass 

available to burn and wind-speed. The runs used in this study refer to the period 2000–

2009, and were conducted at a spatial resolution of 0.9 × 1.2 degrees (Gaussian grid). 

CLM was forced by the ERA-Interim reanalysis obtained from the European Centre for 

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) [Dee et al., 2011]. Specifically, six hourly 

data of air temperature, wind speed, specific humidity and atmospheric pressure, as well 

as three hourly total of incoming shortwave radiation and precipitation were used. 
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Population density data were obtained from the HYDE data set [Goldewijk, 2001] and 

regridded to match the model resolution applied in this study. The spin-up of the model 

was conducted according to Migliavacca et al. [2013b]. 

Classification 

Both EFFIS and CLM data sets were classified using a simplified version of the climatic 

stratification proposed by [Metzger et al., 2005], also known as the “Environmental 

Stratification of Europe”. This classification is based on a principal component analysis 

and a cluster analysis of available environmental variables. The original 13 

environmental zones were merged into 5 classes (Figure 1):  Continental, Boreal, 

Atlantic, Alpine and Mediterranean, in order to resemble principal biomes in Europe and 

to avoid highly fragmented classes that are incompatible with LSM resolution. 

 

Figure 1 Climatic classification of European environment [Metzger et al., 2005].The 5 class stratification 
used here include Continental, Boreal, Atlantic, Alpine and Mediterranean. Shaded areas represent the 
available EFFIS data set in the considered period (2000-2009). 
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Power law fitting 

Power law scaling exponents are expected to reveal emerging properties of complex 

systems. In this framework, different eco-climatic classes are expected to show different 

power law coefficients. Regarding wildfires: higher (absolute) values of the exponents 

could be interpreted as an indicator of a greater incidence of small monthly burned area 

with respect to the total burned area; conversely, lower exponents will reveal that the 

contribution of large extreme events to the total burned area is greater. 

Power law exponents are here estimated using a Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) 

[Clauset et al., 2009], in particular we used recent methodology based on MLE applied 

to binned data [Virkar and Clauset, 2014]. 

Power law distributions are characteristic probability density distribution functions that 

can be expressed as: 

 xxp )(  

where x is the measured or simulated quantity and α is a constant that assumes real 

values. Values of α are informative about the underlying process since they are closely 

related to scale invariance. In fact, when 2 , the probability distribution of x  is 

characterized by all infinitive statistical moments, when 32  , the first moment (i.e. 

the mean) exists and all the other moments are infinite. Scale invariance occurrs when 

the probability )(xp  of an event of dimension x is proportional to the probability 

)(Cxp  of an event of dimensionCx , in the formula: 

)()( Cxpxp   

Consequently, in the dimension range of x  in which the power law holds, the characteristic 

size of the process cannot be calculated (non-existence of the mean) and the probability 

of an event of size x occurring is proportional to that of an event of sizeCx .  
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Clauset et al. [2009] proposed a unified method to fit power law distributions in 

empirical data, then modified by Virkar and Clauset [2014] for the application to binned 

data. Those methods have been largely applied by researchers interested in power law 

distribution and it can be summarized as follows. The estimated power law ̂ scaling 

exponent is calculated with a Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE): 

1

1 min

ln1ˆ
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where xi, i = 1,2,..n are the observed values of x such as minxxi  .  The goodness of fit 

is evaluated with a p-value from Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics [Press et al., 2002] that 

measures the distance D between the distribution of the empirical data and the 

hypothesized model (characterized by the estimated ̂ and minx ).  The p-value is 

defined as the fraction of the synthetic distances that are larger than the empirical 

distance. If the p-value is larger than 0.1, the fitting is statistically significant since the 

difference between the empirical data and the model can be attributed to statistical 

fluctuations alone.  

Different probability distributions were tested against the power law. In particular, we 

here tested the lognormal, the exponential, the power law with exponential cut-off and 

the stretched exponential (Weibull) as possible competitors to the power law. Those 

functions are listed in Table 1.  

The comparison is made by calculating the logarithm of the ratio of the two likelihoods 

(Loglikelihood Ratio, LR), since it provides a simple test statistic for discriminating power 

law from other distributions. LR assumes positive values if the first distribution (the 

power law) better fits the data with respect to another distribution, it is indistinguishable 

from zero in the event of a tie. The significance of this comparison is then assessed using 

the method proposed by Vuong [1989]. 
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Function name Functional form f(x) 

Power law with cutoff xex  
 

Exponential xe 
 

Stretched exponential  xex 1
 

Lognormal 
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Table 1 Alternative probability distributions tested against the power law. 

Data binning represents a delicate topic in power law research. Here we applied a 

standardized and objective binning scheme based on 20 bins distributed as a logarithm 

between the minimum and the maximum value of burned area for each class. This 

method is consistent with previous works that analyzed power law distributions in 

wildfires [Ricotta et al., 1999; Malamud et al., 2005; Moreno et al., 2011]. 

It is important to underline that the method of fitting here applied aims to detect the 

power law above a minimum bin value.  The method assumes that only a minimum 

threshold exists and only the upper tail of the distribution is fitted by a power law or an 

alternative distribution. 

The code for fitting power laws and testing alternative distribution was iteratively 

applied to each ecological class both for EFFIS and for CLM data sets. Then, the inverse 

cumulative distribution functions (CDF) were represented and results were compared. 

Characteristic Fire Size 

Recently, Lehsten et al. [2014] proposed a novel statistic to analyze wildfires size 

distribution called the Characteristic Fire Size (CFS). The authors claim that whether the 

CFS is normally distributed, this feature can be used as support for rejection the power 

law distribution of fire sizes. Here we calculate the CFS with the formula: 
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)()( iminCFS fi   

Where )(in f  is the burned areas in the i-th bin, and )(im  is the mean fire size in that 

bin. Representing the distribution of the iCFS  as a function of each bin, Lehsten et al. 

[2014] showed that this is approximated by a normal distribution for different pan-

Boreal ecoregions. The maximum value of iCFS can be used to represent the fire size 

that most contributes to the burned area, hereafter simply referred as CFS. In case of a 

power law distribution, CFS would show a linear pattern in a log-linear plot. 

We calculated CFS for both CLM and EFFIS data, using the same binning scheme 

described in Section 3. Results are then are compared and CFS are spatially represented 

at European scale. 

Results 

First basic comparisons between EFFIS and CLM were made representing the two time 

series of sum of monthly burned area for the different ecoregions here analyzed (Figure 

2). As already reported using an administrative stratification [Migliavacca et al., 2013b], 

CLM strongly overestimates burned areas. We found this feature to hold true also for 

the climatic stratification applied here. In ecoregions characterized by a little fire 

seasonality (i.e. Alpine, Atlantic and Continental), CLM badly reproduce EFFIS time 

series. For the Boreal domain, where fires spread mostly in the summer season and are 

almost absent during the winter and autumn, CLM qualitatively reproduces this trend 

observed in EFFIS data. Regarding the Mediterranean ecoregion, the strong seasonality 

of monthly burned area is reproduced by CLM. Further detailed and quantitative 

comparisons between EFFIS and CLM can be found in Migliavacca et al. [2013b]. 
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Figure 2 Monthly burned area time series for different ecoregions across Europe for the EFFIS (orange line) 
and CLM (blue line) data set. Note that ordinates are represented in a logarithmic scale. 

The inverse cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of monthly burned areas are shown 

in Figure 3. These results were obtained with the MLE method [Virkar and Clauset, 2014] 

and applied respectively to EFFIS and CLM data aggregated with the simplified Metzger 

classification [Metzger et al., 2005]. Results for the EFFIS data set (red lines) showed 

statistical significance (p-value of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test >0.1) for all the classes. 

Values of the exponent α range from 1.84 to 3.63. Results from the statistical analysis 

are summarized in Table 1. The minimum values for which the PL holds (bmin in Table 1) 

resulted higher for the Alpine, Atlantic and Mediterranean biomes, instead for the 

Boreal and Continental biomes we found low values of 40.8 and 29.7 hectares, signifying 

that also small burned areas can be explained by the PL distribution. 
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Ecoregion Alpha bmin [ha] KS p-value 

Alpine 2.75 449.4 0.79 

Atlantic 2.55 2905.1 0.62 

Boreal 2.16 40.8 0.15 

Continental 1.84 29.7 0.44 

Mediterranean 3.63 6158.5 0.72 

Table 2 Summary of power law fits for the EFFIS data set. Significant Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) p-values are 
marked in bold. 

The ranges of validity for the PL reach about three orders of magnitude for the 

Continental biome and about two orders for the Atlantic, Alpine and Boreal ecoregions. 

For the Mediterranean biome, although statistically significant, only one order of 

magnitude of burned area is explained by the PL distribution. For the Boreal and 

Continental biomes we found a deviation from the power law fit in the tail of the 

distribution, often referred as “cut-off”. 

Regarding CLM data (green lines), power law fits are limited to the upper two bins of the 

whole distribution, signifying that the power law is not a suitable model for the 

description of those data and only the fires larger than 105  behave like a power law. We 

accounted these fittings as spurious and non statistically sounding. The shape of the 

distributions in CLM data showed an overall accentuated curvature with respect to the 

EFFIS for the Alpine, Atlantic and Mediterranean biomes. Instead, the Boreal and 

Continental biomes show a less accentuated curvature resembling more the observed 

EFFIS CDF. 
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Figure 3 Results of power law fitting for the EFFIS (red lines) and CLM (green lines) data sets for each ecoregion 
across Europe. In these graphs, the abscissa represents the monthly burned area (in hectares, ha) and the 
ordinate represents the inverse cumulative distribution function (CDF). Note that both axes are represented 
in a logarithmic scale. 

In Table 3 are presented the Log-likelihood Ratio (LR) for the comparison of PL with other 

statistical distributions (summarized in Table 1). The positive sign of LR values means 

that, in the PL validity range, this distribution is favored against the others. The 

significance of the comparison was assessed by a statistical test [Vuong, 1989] that 

resulted significant for the majority of the comparisons. In some cases, the LR 

comparison was not statistically significant (p>0.1), meaning that the sign of LR is not 
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reliable and the test fails to favor one model distribution over the other. The last column 

of Table 3 shows the number of bins fitted by the power law distribution. We found that 

the power law holds against other distributions in many cases, but only for the Boreal 

and Continental biomes a high number of bins is fitted (respectively ten and twelve). For 

the Alpine and Atlantic biomes, five bins in the tail are fitted and for the Mediterranean 

biome, only three bins are fitted. We account this latter are spurious and not significant 

since the fitting regards only a few part of the total data. 

Ecoregion Lognormal Exponential 
Power law 
with cut off 

Stretched 
exponential 

n. bins 

Alpine 4.8*** 5.03*** 1.73* 5.39*** 5 

Atlantic 4.4*** 3.65*** 0.82 ns 3.8*** 5 

Boreal 2.8*** 5.86*** 1.52 ns 1.99** 10 

Continental 0.37 ns 9.93 *** 3.33 *** 0.24 ns 12 

Mediterranean 4.61 *** 2.78 *** 0.88 ns 3.58 *** 3 

Table 3 Logarithms of the likelihood ratio (LR) between a power law distribution and four alternative 
distribution for the EFFIS data set. Positive values of the ratio means that the power law is favored over the 
alternatives. Significances are expressed for p<0.001 (***), p<0.01 (**), p<0.05 (*), p>0.1 (non-significant, ns). 
Last column contains the number of fitted bins in the tail. 

Figure 4 shows the CFS plots for each ecoregion in Europe. Regarding EFFIS, the Alpine, 

Atlantic and Mediterranean biomes feature a similar behavior, where the CFS increases 

for small burned areas, reaches a maximum value and then decreases again for larger 

burned areas. For the Mediterranean ecoregion, data show a Gaussian shape, since it is 

clearly discernible both an increasing and a decreasing trend, with a peak at 2069 ha 

(logCFS = 3.31). The Boreal ecoregion show a bimodal distribution, the first peaks at 92.2 

ha (logCFS = 1.96) and the second one peaks at 729.7 ha (logCFS = 2.86). For the 

Continental biome, we observed a continuous increasing trend in the CFS, and no 

decreasing trend, except for two lower values in the uppermost part of the distribution. 

The marked overestimation of CLM results here in a separation between distributions. 

Furthermore, CLM data show a Gaussian-like shape, featuring a characteristic event size 

for all ecoregion, except for the Continental biome, that show an almost continuous 

increasing trend. 
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Figure 4 Characteristic Fire Size (CFS) distribution for the EFFIS (blue lines) and for the CLM (green lines) 
data. Each plot represents a different ecological region in Europe.   

In Figure 5, we show a spatial representation of power law exponents for the EFFIS data 

set at European scale. A latitudinal gradient is displayed in the map, where higher 

exponents are associated with lower latitudes and lower exponent are generally 

associated with higher latitudes. The map of power law exponent for the CLM is not 

showed here since those fitting resulted non statistically sound. 

In Figure 6, a map of CFS for the CLM simulated data is showed. Also in this case, a spatial 

pattern appears: higher CFS are displayed in the Mediterranean area and lower CFS in 
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the Continental and Boreal areas. The map of CFS is here showed only for CLM since 

EFFIS data showed that not all the ecoregion allowed the estimation of a CFS. 

 

Figure 5 Spatial representation of power law α exponent for the EFFIS data set. 

 

Figure 6 Spatial representation of the Characteristic Fire size (CFS) for the Community Land Model (CLM) 

burned area simulations. 
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Discussion 

The main objective of this work was to test whether a power law function approximates 

wildfires distribution across European biomes using two large data set (EFFIS and CLM). 

In particular, specific object was to use scaling coefficients to benchmark a land surface 

model (CLM) against a well-established observational data set (EFFIS). These objects 

address important questions regarding wildfire theoretical background, since whether 

fire size distribution follows or not a power law distribution in Europe represents a 

fundamental insight in the complexity of fire dynamics. We also remark that data 

aggregation plays a fundamental role in power law scaling analysis [Fiorucci et al., 2008; 

Cristelli et al., 2012], since the more the single classes of data are coherent, the more 

emergent behavior are likely to appear. 

In order to compare EFFIS and CLM dataset, we applied a temporal (monthly) and spatial 

(ecoregions) aggregation of fires. This aggregation was necessary since CLM does not 

simulate single fires events but only temporal aggregated sums of burned area in each 

pixel, and for this specific dataset the aggregation is monthly. We also assumed that 

different European ecoregions features different fire dynamics and we aimed to 

characterize them with power laws, as previously applied by Malamud et al. [2005] in 

North America. 

Results from the EFFIS data set showed that wildfires distribution in the Boreal and 

Continental ecoregions feature a statistically sound power law for many orders of 

magnitude. The Alpine, Atlantic and Mediterranean ecoregion show a power law only in 

the upper tail of the distribution and only for a few orders of magnitude, we considered 

those fit not significant for the purpose of the paper. 

We interpret these results (Figures 3 and 5) using the Self Organized Criticality (SOC) 

theoretical framework. In the Boreal and Continental biomes, wildfires feature a general 

lower incidence with respect the Mediterranean domain [De Groot et al., 2013]. In the 
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Boreal and Continental biomes, where mainly evergreen needle leaf and broad leaf 

forests are present, wildfires are a rare event that can spread also for large areas since 

the landscape is homogeneous and non-fragmented. Furthermore, those land covers 

are not very resilient to fire [Goetz et al., 2006; Lentile et al., 2006] and this could act like 

a feedback mechanism, where fire is prevented by the absence of fuel available to burn 

due to previous fire. The SOC framework can be applied here since Boreal and 

Continental ecosystems accumulates (bio)mass (e.g. litter and deadwood) and energy 

through the seasonal cycles of vegetation by converting the constant input of solar 

radiation and carbon dioxide. Mass and energy are then dissipated by fire as a fractal, 

since small wildfires are naturally occurring in large number [Randerson et al., 2012], 

and when fire spreads it is difficultly suppressed before it can reach large extension 

because of the small population density and little landscape fragmentation. In any case, 

very big fire events are prevented through fire suppression by fire-fighters, this may 

results in a deviation from the power law fit in the tail of the distribution (Figure 3), often 

referred as a finite-size effect [Hergarten, 2002; Corral et al., 2010]. These results 

support that Northern Europe ecosystem show a more natural fire regime, since the 

influence of humans is located mainly in the upper tail of the distribution, and fire 

ignition and spreading is more likely be dictated by climate and fuel availability. 

CFS analysis on EFFIS data shows that Boreal and Continental biomes do not feature a 

characteristic size of monthly wildfires. In particular, the Boreal biome shows a double 

peak in CFS plot (Figure 4), this could mean that small and large fires follow a different 

behavior that is instead masked by the cumulative distributions representation (Figure 

3). The Continental biome features no characteristic size, this can be used as a further 

support to the power law scaling. 

Southern and Central Europe (SCE) biomes (i.e. Alpine, Atlantic and Mediterranean) do 

not feature a statistically sound power law, and the CFS revealed that they show a 

Gaussian-like distribution featuring one characteristic dimension. SCE biomes are highly 
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fragmented and wildfires are usually triggered and suppressed by human beings 

[Ganteaume et al., 2013]. We claim that the high population density and landscape 

fragmentation play an important role in the lack of power law fit in SCE biomes. Wildfires 

are often triggered by arson or accidental causes (roughly in 90% of the total fires) that 

involve human being. Furthermore, active fire-fighting methods and efficient fire 

suppression, strongly limit the spreading of wildfires in different land covers. This results 

in a strong deviation from a “natural fire regime”, where fire spreading is mainly dictated 

by climate variability and vegetation spatial distribution. Furthermore, these ecosystem 

are generally highly resilient to fire [Díaz-Delgado et al., 2003; Di Mauro et al., 2014] and 

repeated fire can happen in the same burn scar from one year to the subsequent, 

preventing the feedback mechanism described for the Boreal and Continental biomes 

(Chapin III, 2000).  Also in these areas, large fires can occur; those events are possibly 

escaped from human suppression. For example, events like these can be triggered by 

extreme heat waves [Trigo et al., 2006; Barriopedro et al., 2011] that create 

environmental conditions that promote large fires spreading. The CFS analysis showed 

that for the Mediterranean area a clear characteristic size can be calculated, instead for 

the Alpine and Atlantic biomes we found some noise in the upper tail of the distribution, 

that can be related to the incidence of large fires, that is higher than expected in a 

lognormal distribution. In fact, for those two areas the power law analysis revealed that 

the scaling holds only in the upper tail with statistical significance, even if only a few bins 

are fitted by the power law. 

Regarding the benchmark analysis of CLM, we used two methodologies: power law 

fitting and the CFS analysis. From both results we found that in its current formulation, 

CLM badly reproduce the properties found in the EFFIS data set. In particular, the power 

law function is not a suitable description of wildfires distribution for all ecoregions in 

Europe. The fitting is limited to the upper two bins of the distribution, and we accounted 

it as not enough for a statistically sound fitting. The CFS analysis showed that, using CLM, 

in all the European ecoregion the mean values of burned area is well behaved, since a 
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characteristic event size can be calculated from the peak of the Gaussian-like 

distributions represented in Figure 4.  

The model benchmarking strategy applied in this study showed that improvements are 

needed in using this model for prediction of the distribution of wildfires in Europe. This 

can be done by developing the model structure, for instance to reduce the 

overestimation in Central Europe and the lack of description of interannual variability 

[Migliavacca et al., 2013b]. At the moment, fire suppression is parameterized just as a 

function of population density; we can suggest that, for example, including the scaling 

parameter in the model structure can help in limiting fire spreading and in representing 

in a more realistic way the incidence of wildfires in Europe. Another option is to use a 

model optimization based on multiple constrains, for instance by including the observed 

power laws by environmental region to better describe the spatial variability of fire 

regimes. A pilot work by Fletchet et al. [2014] showed that including the scaling factor 

in a vegetation model increased the estimation accuracy of burned areas in the 

Amazonian region. 

We also found that spatial representation of alpha exponents calculated from EFFIS data 

and CFS calculated from CLM clearly depicts differences in fire regime in Europe, as 

previously found in North America [Malamud et al., 2005; Millington et al., 2006], since 

they display a latitudinal gradient related to the incidence of climate on fire regimes. In 

particular, lower scaling coefficient calculated from EFFIS are related to higher latitudes, 

instead higher CFS values calculated from CLM are related to lower latitudes. 

Power law generating mechanisms play a fundamental role in the interpretation of 

results [Carlson and Doyle, 1999, 2002; Moritz et al., 2005]; the fact that heavy-tailed 

distributions occur in complex systems implies that extreme events occur more 

frequently than they would in other distribution [Stumpf and Porter, 2012]. This is an 

important issue in understanding the impact and relative frequency of large wildfires in 

Europe [San-Miguel-Ayanz et al., 2013]. 
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Conclusions 

In this paper, we analyzed wildfire distribution across Europe using EFFIS and CLM data. 

Regarding EFFIS data, we found that cumulative distribution of Boreal and Continental 

biomes can be approximated by a power law function with statistical significance. 

Instead, the Mediterranean, Atlantic and Alpine biomes did not show significant fits. We 

interpreted these results as a result of a feedback mechanism between human 

management of wildfires and natural fire regime. We benchmarked CLM simulation with 

observed data, and we found that the model does not reproduce the scaling found in 

the Boreal and Continental biomes, and it strongly overestimates burned areas in all 

biomes. Possible constraints regarding the inclusion of scaling exponents in the model 

formulation are proposed in order to reduce the spreading of fire using EFFIS observed 

variability. 

Based on theoretical considerations, we can also speculate that, if the power law 

properly describes wildfire distribution, it would be very unlikely observed at all orders 

of magnitude in inventory data or simulated monthly burned area that includes 

anthropogenic influence. Furthermore, since wildfire is a natural hazard with strong 

human influences both in ignition and suppression, we conclude that a power law scaling 

behavior is likely observed only for natural environments, and deviation from the power 

law can be ascribed by the influence of human being on natural fire regimes. 
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